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DEVELOPING NEI YODELS FOR PARAPROFSSIONALS
IN HUMAN SERVICE OCCUPATIONS

Introduction

Thousands of paraprofessionals, recruited from th'e nation's
poor a471 minority groups, are employed today as human- service
worker in health, mental health, welfare, and educational insti-
tutions,, There is ample evidence of their competence, stability,
and effectiveness. 'Yet regardless of their ability and ambition
they are locked into low-level jobs by requirement for academic
and professional credentirals and by archaic institutional'prsonnel
practices.

The impetus during the cast half-dozen years for employing'
human service paraprofessionals has'come from the convergence
at ,least three factors. The' acute shortagedf teachers,
workers, nurses and other human service professionals created the
need for new types of personnel,. The civil rights revolution de-
veloped pressure for jobs fOr blacks and other minorities. Nation-
al legislation, including the Econoriic Opportunity Ac of 1964,
Medicate andMedicaid, the Elementary and Secondary Att of 1965,
and Model Cities, have stimulated'expansionfof health F, education
and welfare services to populations of Poor communitteshere
these services had been meagre at best, and catsed an even greater
demand for paraprofessional personnel.

The nationwide New Careers program, emanating from the Scheuer.
Amendment to the.Economic Opportunity Act of 1966, was a 'receg-
nition of the potential contribution to public services'that can
be made by capable adults from pi!'verty bjtkgrounds, Results to
date give evidence that educatioq,'training ana on-the-job ex-
perience doproduce a\valuable new supply of paraprofessionals,
many of whom have the ability and ambition to advance into more
responsible positions. Realistically, however, the new jobs it
has' opened are creating a "second generation",problem of consider-
able Magnitudenamely, the obstacles blocking 6areer advancement
may trap the paraprofessionals into another' job ghetto. Typically,
participants are black or Puerto Rican adults whose lives up to
this point have given them little cause for optimism. .They have
dtveloped new capabilities and self-esteem, and then discovered
that their "New Career" isonly a bitter myth%

With scarcely any exceptions, employers of human service
workers set the baccalaureate degree as minimum requirement fOr

career advancement. Some agenciet provide for recognizing indivi-
duals with "equivalent experience." Since they have not define4
"equivalent," however, it is difficult to plan for career advanct.

ment.
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In ;lett York City, if a paraprofessional has gotten his job
EhroAgh the. Scheuer program, he is eligible for financial support
half time in associate decree programs in which he enrolls, as a
'fully matriculated student. Provided that pis employer allows
him time off to attend college, the Scheuer program reimburses
the employer for up to 17 1/2 hours per week of time the employee
spends .in study, and it also pays the college for Olt cost of his
books and fees.'

The moist obvious flab' in this program is that no employer has
decided what value to place on the associate degree once received:
:here are few career ladder steps that specify it. Rurthermore,
the program gives access only ro tuition-free courses, i.e., City
University daytime programs, and only if participants carry enough
credits to be matrichlated students. '':ost employers are not ready
to release their wor,kers'for such a large part of the work week,
arid evening courses are excluded from the program ,because the
colleges charge tuition for them.

The.student who enrolls in evening courses on his own has
serious difficulties. nany of the career-related courses (e.g.,
nursing) are not offered at nl.ght- If they are, it may. take up to
,10 years of study to attain the b'ccalaureate degree:10 if the
stu.dent has family xespansibiliti'es, attending school at night
could bean impossible burden.

Most of the coltieges, though they express interest in the
adult student,'have focused on the flood of youngsters inundatidg
them f.rom the thigh schools. They have had neither the funds nor
the personnel tb design programs suited to a mature employed popu-
lation. Their course structure is gearedito the young students
who prihg with ahem nope,of the life expedience of the older
employed worker.

In short, the options now open to the adult paraprOfessional
seekint advancement and professional statils are not.satisfactory.
what seems to be urgently needed for paraprofessionals is another
option which will enable them to qualify for advanced positions in

:less time, at a lower cost, And in a more meaningful way. To 0-
develop this alternative requires a focused, project thatiyill
analyze employment requirements, develop new, types of traAning
'programs, ,,and devise alternative standards and credentials.

d'

In 1965-66, NCEY carried out one of the first demonstration-
training programs for paraprofessionals, and three years later.
con4ucted a follow-up study of a sampling of the graduates- which
indicated highly sat'iefactory job performance, regular salary
increases, and a stable employment pafttern..

.76
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NCEil's survey confirmed that the paraprofessionals recruited-
from among the poor brought important assets to human service
agencies. According to the reports of exetutives-and supervisors,
the maturity and accumulated life experience of paraprofessinals,
combined with their firsthand knowledge of the client population,
were important in establishing relationships with the client popu-
lation and gaining client acceptance for the agency's service.
(To perform as well in this- regard, Cle supervisors noted, young
college _graduates need e Fl-eat ,deal more experience as well as
siloecial training.) .However, the study also documented the fact
tnat career advancement opportupities for paraproeasionals were
severely limited by requirements for academic and professional
credentials.

In July 1970, the U.S, D partment of Labor's :!anpower.Admin-
istration awarded a'contract to the national Committee on EmpLoy-
menE of Youth to develop (fn Phase I) and test (in Phase II) ways

w.hichparaprofessiOnals in selected human-service occupations
could ba upgraded through the, creation of new credentials, And
through the modification of.requirements for obtaining existing

-..credentials.
,

This demonstration prbject aimed at eliminating major obsta-
cles blocking. careeradvancenent,end threatening to'trap parapro
fessionals in a new job ghetto. It sought to develop a range ,of
options for advancement less-costly, shorter and more relevant to
the nature of the jobs to-abe pefformed. A major focus was changing
the policies and practfces Of employers, educational institutions,
unions, licensing bodies, and professional associations.

Specifically, OCEY was attempting to develop changes gn quali-
fichtions aricrcrdenUalling processes fOr advancing emploxed pare-,
pro"fessionls inhuman- service occupations to first

toand then professional positions. Its thrust was to make creden-
tials more relevant to job.duties, give greater credit for work
and life experiences, and foster mobility and transferability of
plans and knowledge among huma- service occupations.'

In each of the oecuda;4-onsINC.0 Yes or 'is in the process oflimi
1) analyzing and.tedesigning job duties._ increasing levels of
skill; 2) determining the knowledge and sialls required for com-

:.peent job performance at each le'vel; 3) translating. Knowledge
and skill requirements into training and educational programs; and
4) incorporating the preceding steps into a career, mobility model

.with new, or adaptations of existing, credentials.),

1'
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Selecting occupations

aka NCEY applied a number of criteria in selecting those occu-
paelions.with which it would work. The occupations had to offer
reasonable prospects that promotional practices could be altered
and that alternative routes tp professional status, with interim
semi-ktlofessional levels, could be identified. All of the con-
cerned'and affected institutions and agencies including empJ,oy-
ers, colleges, unions, professional associations, licensing
apen'ies, and others,, had to 'be willing to consider participa-
tion.

The occupations had to be in fieldswhich are expending
their services, where there wi11 be a continuing shortage of pro-
fessionals for sone time, and where traditional route to cre-
dentials bar the advancement of paraprofessionals.' The occupa-
tions had to include employers of sufficient stature to influence
employment.practices-in-,the field, and the costs of establishing
Models in the occupations, in time, manpower, and money had to
be within reason.

NCEY staff felt that several occupations should be chosen
in related fields to give us greater impact with our limited'
resources. We also felt that occupStions selected should:repre-
sent a range of problems: some should be relatively easy to'
involve t'l:e project with,a likely successful outcome; some
would be more difficult to involve but also likely to produce
positive results, and one occupation mi'ht be what pe would con-
sider a severe risk, but where positive result would have wide-
spread implications.

To pride us-with a general approach'ind direction, NCEY
organized a committee composed of experts on manpowerutiliza-
,tipn, research and training, all of whom had experience with pro-
grams for paraprofessionals in human-,service occupations. .Amonf.z

its members are:.

DR. hARDA BOUAN,.Program Analyst,iBank Street.Colle,e of
Education

GARY CALNEK, Central Coordin #tor, Public Service. Careers ,

Program, Manpower & Career Develbpment'Agency, Human
Resources Administration

PAUL CIRINIONg, Executive'Director, Local%1199,-Drug ..6,
. Hospital Employees Hospital,League Fund

. .

FRANCES FESKO, Psyc hiatric Vursing Consultant, Ilealth
Hospitals.Torporation ,
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DR. .JAY FISITA-r.-- President.,-Unle.4sity Research Corporation

ALAN GARTNER, Associate Director, New Careers Development
Center; Nev York University

BETSY LUBETKII!, Supervisor, Job & Career Development, Public
Service Careers Program, Manpower & Career Development
,Agencyi Humgn Resources Administration

JOSE-110RALES, Manpower DireCtor, Health & Hospitals
Corporation

DR. RUSSELL NIXON, Columbia School of Social 1/ork

DR. SUMNER ROSEN,,Director of Training Incentives Program,
Institute of 'Public Administration

DAN RUBINSTEIN, Diiector, Criminal Law Crisis Intervention
Project, New York University

7
The process entered into by NCEY to explore occupational

-- Examination of occuoational data available from various
1 '''bureaus and ,government agencies, professional associations,.

state licensing agencies, state and local codes and regula-
ions, and existing and pending legislation, to'determine
numbers of peopl'employed and needed in various occupa-.
tionp, and what the-long-term trends seemed to be in these
occupations.,

. .

C

. ,
- Review of the literatuie including government periodicals
and publications, professional bulletins and magazines,
data retrieval systems, .and related books and articles, to
draw upon experiences of other projects and models,

\

Personal interviews and consulations
.7

with representatives
of major human-Service employers, unions, state and local
civil service organizations,professional and occupa-tional
associations, licensing bureaus, and academic institutions,
to identify promising areas and potential roadblocks-in
various occupations. .

P

-- Consulation with our/advisory committee, first as a group
.

andAthen with individual members, as needed, to provide
guidance and direc ion in our efforts.

- -.Discussions withindividuald and small groups of parapro-.
..feasionala in different occupations to'g:gcertain what they
saw as theit needs for career advancement. \

.

Through this process, we were able to identify\more than 25'
occupatiOns which warranted further inVestigetiono, 1

1.0
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Selecting collaborators

:larrowing out choice from the more than 25 occupations
identified required intensive investigation, research and
consultation. Protracted negotiations seemed to be inevitable
before agreements could be reached. The process involved first
defining our goals in terms that had practical application for
the potential collaborators. Then plans were worked out ihich
specified the responsibilitiee,of the collaborators. In most
instances, the proposed collaboration plan had to be studied .

by either a committee of staff and/or directors of affected
departments or units.

Reaching agreement with collaborators was further compli-
cated by sudden, drastic changes in funding of public agencies.
Budget cuts and job freezes curtailed plans for expansion of
services and staff in many agencies. In some instances, this
resulted in shortaie occupations being converted to surplus
status. Administrators became extremely cautious about enter.-
ing into agreements for new programs. The general economic
recession forced private agencies and institutions to be

.

equally cautious about commitments that would add to their
fiscal burdens.

Surprisingly, NCEY had less difficulty than expected in
gaining the cooperation of unions, profesgipnal associations,
and Civil Service departments, most of which had been concerned
about manpower needs for some time. These groups not only en-
ccouraged our development work; but offered extensive help in
locating collaborators,.provided consultation resources, par-

, . ticipated in job analyses and curriculum,develbpmeat, and even
offered to contribute some funding.

More problems than anticipated were encountered in identi-
fyin.$ and working out agreemenls,with academic institutions
whose programs, and courses of study were more rigidly str.4-
tured. In selecting appropriate academic collaborators, we
sought to identify those colleges whicwould agree to the
following structure:

-- An educational pro.7.ram that.is extracted from the defi-
nition of skills and knowledge actually needed for pro-
fessional performance.

-13,,Arssessment of what adults already know do that they can
get credit or advanced standing for that. Recognition
that programs designed 'for l8 -year olds may not be
appropriate for adults with experiente as workers in
the field for which they are preparin0.

9
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-- Incorporation with academic credit of paid work, super-
vised and articulated with academic instruction into
a program for the teadhing of professional skills.

A "..it

developmental" system .of course design that takes
the place of "atomized," unrelated courses and, avoid-
the overlapping prevalent in conventional college pro-
grams (especially in disciplines such as'psychology
And sociology).

-- Liberal arts courses. that are relevant to the tasks,
to' be performed --

e.g., a strong program in English for the develop-
.

ment of speaking and writing skills,
science courses related to'health.occupa-
tions taught with enough depth to be of
use to. the learner.

o

-- Year r (11-month) programs for maximumutilization
of tiple.

Willingness.to regard the employing institution as a
collaborator in curriculum ,development and instruc-
tion.

Occupations not selected' -

Occupations were not selected for a variety of reasons.
-Some did not meet the criteria we had established. Others
did not have sufficient resources. And still others had too
many internal and administrative problems. The occupations
we looked at and the reasons for not selecting,them were:

f

--,Case workers in the N w Yotk City Department of
Social Services. Severe budget cuts led to a mass
layoff'of case 'worke . New welfare laws, uncertain
staff patterns under reorganization and a "hard line"
toward welfare recipients further clouded. possible
collaboration. . .,

-- Ambulatory care team membef with Bellevue Hospital
Center, laadina to positions as Nurse, Social case
worl'er, Nutritionist, Dietician, or Community health
educator. -The medical, board of Bellevue, decided to
delay any new staffing patterns for at least a'year.

4
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-- Hospital case worker with Nev York City Municipal, .

Hospitals. Several directoxs of hospital depart-J.
ments of social service felt'uncertain about ffects
of budget cuts on their departments which limited lob
lines and cut time available to develop a prpgtam.

-- Social worker assistant with Mt. Sinai Hospi 1.

The social service department decided it. do a not
commit enough staff time to make, the projec work.

Sanitarian'with New York City Health Department.
Employed sanitarians and union officials ,were not
amenable to reducing educational requirements or
changing the existing credential.

-- Public 'health educator with New York City Health .
Departmgnt,u,Only 30 public health educators were
employed by.the city and there were dust two vacan-
cies.

-- Physician's assistant with Neu York City health
Department or a Veterans Administration Hospital.
It appeared unlikely that the necessary stepS could
be taken quickly enough to achieye success during
the project'. existence. AlsoClouded by opposition
of physicians, nurses,' unions, and others.

--°Laboratory technologist with various bealth.institu-
,tions. ,The automation of medical laboratories is
accelerating at a rapid rate requiring less skill on
the part of employees. There was'algo a lack of
employer interest and someProfessional resistance.

-- Blood banking technologist with Community Blood
Council 0'f Grekter New York. There was not enough
information to Warrant its inclusion in the project.

-- Physical therapist w th New York State Department of
Mentl Hygiene. Appea to be so specific in its
techniques that there woilld be little transferability
to other fields.

-- Speech and hearing therapist with New York State
Departient of Mental Hygiene. .Problems of highly
specialized technical preparation.

Recreation therapist with New York State Department j
of Mental Hygiene. Not a, clearly defined occupation;
hard to distinguish from other recreation workers.
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- - Psychologist with-New York -State Department o f Mental-
Hygiene. The credential requiidd is too'high:

, ) Inha lation therapist. Could not locateckan emploYer
interested enough.

-- School social' worker with Meta Yo rk City Board of
Education. High credentials required and very few
openings.

- - School guidance counselor with New York City Board
of Education. High"credential required and_long
list of teachers on the eligibility list.

-- School librarian with New York City Board of, Educa-
tion.. No shortage o'-f librarians locally and no in-.
terest in establishing new credentials.

,

hehtal health Worker with:dew York
)

City Department
of Ilientalegealth. 'and 'lental Retardation 8eevi'ces.
A new occupation kith little data, no credentials,
and too premature to consider.

Occupations selectedt

Of the 25 or more human-service occupatidns surveyed
by DICEY, five were selected by a process of elimination.
These appeared to offer the most potential for successful
demonstrations.

Addiction servicebsworker

The addiction Services Worker model includes the
Collaboration of the New York, City Addiction Services Agency,
Goddard College, and NCEY to .establish a "Learning Center"
for the education and traininq of ASA's Horizon Project para-
professional staff'. Over a three-year period, up to 80 employ-
ees at Horizon Project, mostly ex:addicts, will bye able to earn
badoalaureate degrees which will enable them to advance within
the City's Civil Service system to admAnistrative and planning
positions in. ASA and other agencies.
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Occupational therapist

ev"

The occupational therapist mod&l includes a Consortium
of four state health and mental health facilities (Rockland
State Hospital, Rockland Children's Psychiatric Hospital,
Letchworth Village, and the,New York State Rehabilitation
HospitA1), two academic institutions(Rockland Community
College and the Hunter College Institute of Health Sciences),
the :Yew. York State Bepartments of Health, Civil Service, and
:!ental Hygiene, and the American Occupational Therapy Associ-
atIon, collaborating with NCEY. The model aims to open career-
advancement opportunities in the field of occupational therapy
for economically and educationally disadvantaged workers in
the four clinical institutions. Sixteen workers a year for a
five-year period will be educated;and advanced to restructured
positions,as certified occupational therapy assistants and
registered occupational -therapists.

.. .

Public health nursing

Public Health Apaistants emivloyed by the New York City
Department of Health will be"trained, educated, and'upgraded
to Civil Service positions fi'r'st as Junior Public" Health
Nurses (JPHN's) and then as Public Health Thirses (PHN!s).
Twenty assistants a year for .five years will be enrolled in
the program to obtain an associate.of arts degree in nursing
from Hostos Community College and, upon passing the state regls4
tration examination in nursing, will be promoted to positions
of JPHN's. They may then enter a senior college nursing pro-

: gram and upon obtaining baccalaureate-degrees will become PHN's.
Startinc in the second year of"the program) 1U existing Junior
.public Health Nurses will enter the baccalaureate program.

Classroom teacher

This model, to be operated with Community School District
#9 .(Bron10 and a' collaborating 4-year college, will prepare

,-the district's classroom paraprofessionals to become certified
early childhood teachers. This.five-year project will annually
enxo4,30 locally-employed paraprofessional teacher aides.'
They will be prepared for a baccalaureate degree and, teacher
certification in a new,Compptency-based program. .First year
enrollees will be paraprofessionals who already have som.;
college credits. After the first yeas -, enrolls will be at
various Levels of achievement.

- 13
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Child care cioike
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. Ih cooperation with the New York City Agency for Child
UtTelopment; a community c011egg and. a senior college, NCEy.
is preparing a model for the education and training of child
care workers in 'Tay care centers and other pre- school programs.
The model will reflect.the new role of Child Development Asso-
ciate .proposed by .the Federal Office of Child Development, and
a new credential for that position, a two-year\associate,of
arts degree. Those who reach this level will be able to con-
tinue thW.edueation and obtain a baccalaureate degree in a
senior college vihose progran.will be articulated with the
associate- degree grogram.

kComparison of models

While each of the five occupations selected has unique
aspects, there are common elements worthy of note. All are
directed toward low-level, human-service employees largely
representing minority groups, who cannot qualify for higher ./
level positions under conventional systems despite their
capabilaty.and.whose knowledge of their communities has
particular value for net: systems of service delivery. They
move the workers from where they are in terms f experience
and knowledge, and relate these to the skills amd knowledge
they need for competent performance at increasing levels of
responsibility. Id fields where training for advancement
has been solely or mainly the prerogative of-academic insti-
tutions, the demonstration models shift this responsibility
ao that the employer becomes a majo? partner. This shift
and new collaboration make preparation for advancement more'
meaningful and economically more feasible for employees.

The five models contain the following similar featuresc
.

-- Promotional systems based on skills and knowledge
needed for competent performance in an upwardly mobile
sequence which have been identified through task
analysis.

-- Collaboration of reco'inized academic institutions to
design and make available to the paraprofessionals '

--al-teTnative routes to credentials more relevant for-
adults in human service occupations, and shorter and
more economical than conventional college pro gramsA

-- Academic credit:toward advancement and toward. a trans=
ferablecredential for what the worker has learned,
whether in academic settings cr elsewhere, and for
relevant work experience.

14
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-- Work sites used as"learning sites where supervisors .

give in-servich training which is accredited bythe
academic institutions toward credentials.

-- Year round (11-m4nth) operation for maximum use of time
and resources.

..ICEY's role

Although the;tcontract was awarded to NCEY in July of 1970,
staff members did not begin their employment until September
and October 1970. The agency's role varied with conditions
and stages of the project's development, but in.general it
can be characterized in the followinct ways:

Initially, NCEY's main thrust was researching occupational
areas and the types of personnel employed and needed, then
narrowing down these possibilities on the basis of the estab-
lished criteria. During this exploratory period, NCEY surveyed
various human-service occupations to find out -which had ex-
panding job opportunities and where changes in promotional
practices and professional credentials would be both feasible
and desirable.

NCEY's next roles included those-of:

-- Broker, to bring together collaborators who might
not otherwise work together;

-- Stimulator, to arouse interest among potential
collaborators and persuade them to paeticipate;
'and

-- Negotiator, to attempt to overcome resistances and
obstacles'to.participation,in the project.

4.

These roles Involved NCEY with a wide range of forces:
clinical -and academic institutions, municipal and state
agencies, unions, professional associations, and otheiS,
each ulth a different conception of the project and what, it
would mean to and require of them.

As a third party, !ICEY has been able to exercise a unique
kind of leverage. It has been free of the orthodoxy of rules .

and tradition which bind most occupations and institutions.

, £
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In each model, NCEY's major task has been to Coalesce and
harmonize the goals and operations of several potential collab-
orators at the precise pdint at which their interests coincide.
The procesa of divining just where this. point is has varied
considerably among the five models..

The tasks ahead

In Phase I, NCEY 'has identified human-service occupations
susceptible to credential change on behalf of paraprofessionals
and has' developed --fully or partially--models for upgrading.
In th"e course of Phase I, we have developed processes, cri-
teria, and methodology for collaboratively redesigning of

, staffing.patterns and training curricula.

As we enter Phase II, development work on some models still
needs to be completed. But the major goal and activity of
Phase 11. will be to operate, and test out the.models developed
in each of the five human-seryice ocCupations.

As the models are readied for operation in the collaboratingv . .

institutions, NCEY. will be out a number of major.tasks
in addition to the catalytic and coordinative work, it has done

.thus fir: ..

.-'

.

- Submittihg or
.

resubmitting proposals to a variety of
federal and state funding agencies for the implementation
of the models. ,

- Giving leadership and technical assistance to. the colla-
borators in operating and improving the models.

Relpirig service-deliVing' collaborators design new
roles foi--AIL instructors and providing pre- and
in-service training fot-rfEaft": .

-- Involving interahted parties such as unions, licensing
and accrediting bodies, and professional societies in
replicating, the models.

-- °Implementing an evaluative design to ascertain how well
the 'Models neet the objectives of the project.

Evaluation of the models will be especially important, for
NCEY and will serve three major functions;

-- Providing a detailed overall judgment ot each modal's
effectiveness by comparing outcomes with information
collected before iaplementation and during operation.

C r
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- Providing feedback of interim data analysis aid con#
sidered observation on which to base modific tions
during the operation.

- - Providing data for replication\bf the mode thrbughout
the country and in different fields of ser ice.

The evaluation will focus on the following ilementS:

Ca.re..-exdeveloriment of individual trainees./ Data will be
collected.before, during, and after particigition in the
special training models regardingljob assignments and duties,
performance, salary changed, and promotions.

Chan -ges in roles and staffing patterns. We will document
the duties of personnel before, during, ilia after the dmon-
strationperiod to determine whether the roles
have been .put into practice. We will rook for evidence that
staffing patterns have changed in any cr all of the collabor-
ating clinical institutions as a. result of 4he project and
appraise the-ffect of these changes op assignment; and pro-
motion of personnel.

New education and training modelsg We will design ways of
examining how this affects the enrollees' job performance and
mobility; .its effects on"serv,ice delivery and training
cies and programs in the employing, institutions, and the
feasibility of replicating 'the models in other places.

We will look at the percentage 'of students who complete
the program'and theltimd they,. require for completion, and
for evidence othe value of academic degrees in increasing
parEicipants' abilities and helping them to'qualify for pro-
.motion within the institutions, tin other institutions, or in
related fields.

We will attempt to .develop methods for documenting the
ways the employers and the collaborating academic institu-
tionsaffect the program and policies of one anothex.

Effect on accreditation, Civil Service Systems,- and
curricula. We will look at changes in requirements of pro-
fessional associations', academic instiputions, and changes
in local end state Civil Service employment.

Interdisciplinary We will look for evidence
that the training riocteI have opened career options to Oar-.
ticipants in related fields and for applications of the
training and education model in opening career ladders in
other disciplines.

- 17
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We will identify and compare curriculum components and
methods applicable to all models and elements which may be
applied generally ,in all training. programs.

4
As the occupational models are impleeentepP, we will be

building in a level of expertiSe which heretofore did not
exist in the participating institutions. The nature of the
models and the proceis for developing them should establish,
precedents-'for continuing academic-institutional collaboration
in other occupations and 4ri other settings. ,NCEY, through its -
publications and reportswill facilitate replication of the
models throughout the country.

MY,

The remaining chapters of tb.i-s-re'p-TrirtdiTEriss. each occupa-
tion individually,;describing.the significant and distinctive
features of- each 'model, progresi made in deyeloping the model,
andthe next steps to be tdken.

A,separate volume, of Appendices incorpo=rates exhibits,
.

letters, and other documents produced durini the deirelopmental
stage of the project acrd of value to others seeking to repli-
p4te these experiences.,

4.,

.4
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ADDICTION SERVICES, WORKER MODEL

This project,to, be conducted in collaboration with the Net./
York City Addiction Services Agency and Godd rd College, brings
together the'netion's most experienced municipal agency in the.
drug abuse field with a college that has pi neered in adult degree
study programs. I will teat an alAernativ to current promo-
tional practices and 4 new'rou'te to a transferable credentitl for
direct service paraprofessionals employed y ASA's'Horizon Project.

By' establishing .a unique Horizdp Leaning Center staffed by
Goddard Faculty, adjacent to HorizOn Proj ct's drug-treatment and
community-education facilities, the proje t will integrate in-
service training with an a9ademic,degree program, avoid dupliCating

. instruction, and stimlart'individuil le ruing. HLC will conduct
the in-service progra for Horizon work rs, conduct the bachelor"6-
degree program, develop learning resour es, and provide "learning
counseling'' needed-by the trainees. It will give ASA'js employed
paraprofe,sional staff education and training fon advancemenit in a
promotional system based on assessment of knowledge and competence
needed for increasing levels of reaps sibility.

Because ASA was flits. of the first such agencies fn the nation,
some of its -employees flame' more expetience as a'ddiction service
workers than most otheia ie the field, including professionals.
The program aims to give'these Paraprofessionals the general and
theoretical e4xcation the need to apply their empirical learning
at .policy and planning, levels, By earning a baccalaureate degree
they, will be able to aetain a credential transferable into other
agencies and related fields.

The three-year operational model is designed to offer in-
service training to all Horizon Project paraprofessionals (up to
80-employees) and to open the baccalaureate degree program to eny
who elsot to accomplish the requirements for the degree. Thi re-
quirements are 36 months of "Learning contracts," one to six Months
long, i.e., studyerojects planned by student and:faculty and evalu-
ated by both on comple0.on by the student. Less than 36 months of
study may' be required of' students who get advanced standing fo'r
previously acquired knowledge pd experience. The baccalaureate
student will work with:his ragelty mentor regularly each week on an
individual basis, will have a likalf-day of formal in-service training
per week, will'attend melithi)011-day workshops and five-day annual .

intensive Teladent ses,sions atGoddard College and will use these
resources in completing his study projects.

The stddiction field has, an enormous acrd growing demand for
pers et. ParaprofesSional employdoes predominate both by choice
and for ck df trained proceasionals. There is no established
aiscipline'ip: course of study for preparation of addition specialists.'
This project's in-servide training is based on job analysis that has
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identified the major tasks addiction services workers perform and
the skill efin4 knowledge levels needed for their performance at
entry and more advanced. levels. As the curriculum for this .program
istested in operatipn, the aim is to Identify a body of knowledge
generally applicable for the preparation of addiction services
workers. - .

. 4

The need

ASA was established in 1967 as the nation's first municipal
agency to devote itself solely to coping with problems involved
with drug abuse, in a city which, with 3 percent of the nation's
population, has 52 percent of its addicts. The agency grew in
four years from 288 to 900 non-clerical personnel, with another,
1,200 persons employed by its delegate agencies. Its budget in-
creased from $2.4 million to $90.9 million in ON same period.

Operating the nation's largest program in a nationally bur-
geoning field, ASA will have a continuous and rapidly expanding
need for trained personnel. In addition to present and expected
openings for addiction services workere in ASA and its delegate
agencies, the demand for personnel capable of organizing and
directing drug-abuse programs is mounting in industry, in state
and Federal agencies, and in communities' of all sizes and locations.

The spiralling personnel need has not been met locally or
nationally. Colleges and universities have, to'our knowledge, no
coursesof study that prepare addiction specialists; Government-
sponsored training consists primarily ofinstitutes a few days or
weeks in duration. Locally and elsewhere, many addietion services
programs have employ/ad ex-AddictS and community persoynel by prey
ference. As a practical fact, the alternative of experienced pro-
fessionals doe-s-not exist. The effectiveness of drug abuse pron-

, grams therefore depends mainly on in-service training of pare-
, professionals. Nk.w, widely applicable training curricula and

methods are sorely needed, -

ASA's need for the project

ASA urgently needed an upgrading plan at the time of NCEY's.
initial contact with the agency. Its direct-service paraprofess-
ionals were employed in an addiction un-
usually flexible'advancement requirements from addiction aide in

specialist series with

-44. five steps to supervising-iddiction specialist. ASA had recently
come udder the jurisdiction of the New York City Civil Service

It'
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experiential prerequisites. No such means heave been available up
to now.

.

The reconstitution of ASA in 1970 from an exclusively oper-
ating agency back to its origih0..purpose--primarily a coordinating,,
adtninistering, funding, and planning agency- -also demanded differ-
ent kinds of staff education and a new upgrading plan. ASA's ex-

'-psnding program is Opening,many new jobs, but few paraprofessionals
are prepared to compete, for these. New agency responsibilities and
the sponsorship of new- treatment modalities as well as increased
emphasis on community education and prevention, require more per-
sonnel with administrative, communication, and community - relations
skills. Because of the assets of the direct-service worker in
filling these roles, the agency has exp(nded its addiction specialist
series as the best may of integrating administrative and community-
relations skills. But few steps to prepare paraprofessionals to
fill these'jobs have been taken up to now.

O

The paraprofessionals to -be upgraded

,ASA is Idrgely panned by paraprofessionals because of the
agency's view that direct-services staff should be drawn from and
related to the community they, serve. Workers from other envixon-
ments are likely to be rejected by the addict because they "don't
understand what I've been through." Thus, ex-addicts are assigned
to work with addicts,'and staff from ethnic..and socio-economic
backgrounds matching that of the local population work on community

. problems related to drug abuse.

ASA has fOund in its paraprofessionals a strong ability to
get along with people, a desire to do something, about their neighbor-
hoods, a willingness .to learn, and a high energy lem'el. Many have
citeloped considerableskills in their work with individuals, groups,
and community organizations. They have insight and background in
the field of addiction that many college graduates who fill central
admirqptrative positions lack. Yet few have advanced to central
admini?strative positions or,felt qualified to apply. An upgrading
program_could prepare them not only for these jobs but for' equally
haid-to-fill'fop management and planning positions in ASA's field
operations and in other agencies.

There is no intent to add credentials requirements for pro-
motion with ASA. But a credentialing plan is needed to eliminate

. several Obstacles to career advancement:

--Professional and supervisory positions, in ASA subcontractor
agencies and other agencies offering related services (e.g.,
employment, rehabilitation, probation, and parole) are
closed to them because of formal credential requirements.
(Ex-addicts are denied entry into most of the rest of the
job market.)--"

C' 4



--Earning a credential is important in strengthening the
paraprofession2ls' sense of confidence and competence.
The "failure" stigma of ex-addicts in particular is so
vividly felt that few believe they can move into responsible
positions without a _credential.

a
,

Conventional education systems have not been useful in meeting.
the'personnel need because few addiction workers enroll in 'City-
sponsored or night-college courses; which resemble the adhooling
they have failed or avqided in the past, Few can atford to stop
work to attend college full time and, when they do, they are "mis-
fits" in a structure designed for teenagers and receive mO credit
for as work or iniomally acquired knowledge.

Agreement for ASA-NCEY collaboration

Interest in working with NCEY was first expressed in writing
by ASA in June 1970 and submitted to the Department of Lahsti011ong
with our request for project funding. Further contact was elayed
until November 1970 becaUse a new ASA commissioner was not ppointed
(until that fall. NCEY reopened discussion in December and formal
agreement was reached with Commissioner Graham Finney, in Maich 1971.

The agreement

NCEY's pgreement with ASA provides foi:

-- Establishing ,a promqtional system in ASA leading to la pro-
fessionak end-point in the city system, with a credential
that is transferable to other agencies An addiCtion and
allied fields, and '

/

--Developing'a training model, acceptable thrdughout ASA add
accredited by .a recognized academic institution or accred-
iting body, for upgrading ASA paraprofessionals to Profess-
ional statue at minimal cost'.

.

I

Because day-to-day pressures/on key A staff are tooIgreat
to permit them to lead in a collaborative effort, it was agreed
to designate an ASA program in one area of the'city as a testing
ground for the project. ASA's Horizon Project in the Lower East
Side., which offers the gamut of services provided city-wide by
ASA and is the agenc50/s locus for innovative programming, was
selected. To af3sure City-wide implementation of the credential,
a key personnel official from the central ASA was assigned to wor
with the Horizon staff director and NCEY.

ASA aasumed-prime responsibility for:
4 .

--Defining the functions of each HP unit at the corresponding
job duties for HP Personnel; 1

.
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the skills and knowledge needed for job,per-
formanc at each level to provide the basis for the training
program;

--:Developing objective methods of evaluating job, performance.
1

4}CEY agreed to design a 'training model built on ASA's training
expertise that would fill training gaps identified by. ASA, and to
improv,i staff capacity for-upward mobility and for handling ASA's
new functions. The model will emphasize accredited on-the-job
training and invvative curricula.

Selecting a college collaborator

Approaches were made to five collegps over a four-month period,
"-from March through Ju-ne 1971 , with thede results: Of two private
colleges in New York, one evidenced interest butconcluded that
tail9ring a program for ASA would be too costly. The other requested

(

,and received a,written proposal for study but took nofurther action.At one college in the City,University system, faculty inthe School'of General Studies were interested %but cautioned that the necessaryfaculty approvals within the college--and at the Board of HigherEducation for such a new program might'be hard to obtain. Several
months'later they reporrted that this was the case.

We had approached Antioch and Goddard colleges becaUse at both
curriculum is unconventional and work experience ds considered an
integral;part of academic learning. Antiochls,president,, a trustee
of Goddard, advised that the latter's vperience in adult external-
degree programs would make-Goddard an ideal partner. For eight
years Goddard has operated an external-degree program (Adult De&ree
Program):-hich offers Goddard BA studies, to mew and women geo-
graphicglly distant from the campus while periitting them to retain
their 'current residence and responsibilities. It also has trained
Head Start workers in three states. After a series of exploratory
meetings, Goddard agreed in June 1971 to collaborate with NCEY_andASA.

'Goddard committed itself to design and make operational an
academiC program leading to a Goddard degree for A §A personnel in
collaboration with NCEY and ASA and to assist in curriculum-develop-

Developing the Model

Developing trust and congenial working relations among the
project participants did not come easily.

The initial attitude of HP paraprofessional dtaff was one of
resistance to many aspects. They saw the project as a BA program
giving credit for work experience,rather thin as a career-develop-

C.
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Ir'///ment program. But as they came to mn erstand the project's goals
and methods they contributed increaeingly to its development. The
process was complicated by two changes in' HP directors from NOvember
1971 through May 1972.

Goddard's unfamiliarity with the,addiction Ifieldsand ASA's
and NC.BY'sunfamiliarity with Godderd's educational methods called
for a liutual-eduCation process. This included exchanges of in-
formation on programs, assignment of an experienced member of the
Goddard.eternal-studies feculty to work with NCEY, and a series
of visits by the New York collaborators to Goddard in Vermont an
by Goddard faculty to NCEY and Horizon Project in New York. tilt
these did not entirely eliminate communications barriers between
HCEY and Horizon staff in setting project goals, or obstacles
raised by differences in the backgrounds of the HP and Goddard
staffs (HP co'prising urban ghetto paraprofessionals whd are maiply
minority-group members with little formal education, and Goddard's
staff consisting largely of white, middle-class, and well educated
peOple living in a rural academic environment).

The differences, together with the strong desire of all three
groups to fashion.a good program, resulted in.intense interaction,
which at times almost took on the character of an encounter group,. A

at a two=day session in November 1971 devoted to reviewing drafts
of proposed educational and in-service programs and trainee selection
procedures. But .mutual trust emerged from the heated exchanges, and
with it agreement:that all the collaborators would work harder in
more frequent meetings t-o resolve the issues left open. And they did.

'The basic training model, developed in August 1971, consists
of an in-service-training and on- the -job- experience program emphasizing,
technical and administrative skills and knowledge needed for job
competency and a4vancement,'and an external- degree program incor-
porating the in- service - training and job-experience elements as
credit toward Goddard BA.

JOB'ANALYSIS:

In May 1971, ASA and NCEY staff launched job analyst in aJ
series of mee,,tings with administrators and staff of al/ H facilities

. to:explain'the project's purpose and prOcedures.

Beca se, HP staff members would be more responsive to their
colleagu s than to outsiders, HP, ASA, and NCEY representatives
concluded that HP staff should be selected from various job levels
to do their own analysis with the help of an NCErconsultant.

The consultant first trained HP staff to administer question
naires and interviews that would elicit Aob-analytid data. This
posed several problemil

2
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- -Staff response to the questionnaire'l ageed by as much as
six weeks.,

--Suspicions were voiced about the use to, be made of the
questionnaires.

- - Responses were generally vague And uninformative. -

--Many interviews had to be re-done to get basic data:

--Scheduling interviews amid vacations and conflicts caused
by special summer programs was difficult.

p

Thq. original one-month timetable for interviewing had to be extended
by a month and a half.

Supervisors reviewed the questionnaires'and commented on them
in a second series'of questionnaires. Data from the two question-
naires and interviews were analyzed by the consultant and given to
NCEY in tabular form. The analysis showed 13'functions aiid 47 tasks
performed in the project.

In retrospect,same,of the,difficulties could have been avoided
by more extended training,.,e16ser supervision of interviewers, and
more structured interviews combined with workers' logging their daily
activitie?or observation of these by a trained observer. Useful
data were obtained nevertheless becatse three-fourths of all staff
had been covered in the analysis, and results had been reviewed with
workers in all HP units and then with supervisors and training-unit
heads at HP and central ASA.

a

In-service training if

A training consultant assisted in applying the job-analysis
results to a training design. She met with central ASA and HP staff
in a series of workshop's to specify the skills eel? knowledge needed
for each of the tasks identified and develop the training design.

The resulting training design defined.three areas of general
skills and knowledge needed by staff and three substantive skill
areas necessary far addiction workers to perform their jobs at
beginning, middle and high, levels of responsibility (See Appendix D ).

Genenal skills and knowledge:

--Orientation for'all staff concerning adds on theory. and
programg, as well.as general informati about th communi6y,.
the Horiton Project, and the AddictionSezNIces A ency.

--Basic skills in'reading, math, 4,nd communication techniques
for trainees defiCient in these areas.'

--Administrative and technical' skills, particularly problem- "'

solving; planning, and supervision.
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Substantive skill areas:

--One-to-one dynamics.

--Group dynamics.

4

--Community relations, community service, and community
organization.

Academic component

.

Goddard faculty mades4veral Nevi Yol-k visite in September and
October to observe Horizon ProjeCt operations,'conduct group and
individual interviews with HP workers, and confer with HP, NCEY and
central ASA representatives. Taped AP 'employee interviews were
further studied by Goddard .curriculum designers.

As a result, the basic academic model, developed in August, was
. elaborated. It emphasizes conceptual, analy,tic, and communicatins
skills needed by the HP.paraprofessional to qualify for protiotion,a1
positions, pass promotional exams, and earn 'transfe'rable Credentials.

V

Goddard has agreedito grant advanced standing for previous
college work, participation in the'A'SA training and staff-develop-
ment program, and "critical Life e*perience." To earn credits toward.
a BA,, a student with his faculty mentor's ,guidance and supervision
plans 'and

,

nd carries out a senies of study,projects '("learning con-
tracts"') and, on completion of each, participates with faculty in
evaluating the product. Satisfactory completion of the required
number of study projects meets the BA requirlm nt. Studentswith
no advanced standing in the Goddard regular AD ust complete eight
six-Month study 'contract's for the degree.

'Students annually spend' a. one-to-two-Fweek residency period at
.Goddard College. A New..York component of Goddard.designed'to-meet
the particular educational,needsof.project_trainees gives them
more structure and'support than Goddard's regular ADP,and Treparss
them to handle study projects' independently. Supports include
counseling and help in strengthening their reading, writing, study,
research, and ahstraCt-reasoning skills.

grogram,developient Workshop

Drafts of-hoth the in-tervice and academic designs were' presentc
at a two-day workshop for the Collaborators held in mid-November.
(Sae Appendices D £ E.) .

In-service trailiSng. There was general acceptance of the skill
land knowledge areas iden'tified but some questioning of the formal
4.-rdining structure. Goddard representatives also felt that the
content should be more clobely tiedfto the degree program, and they

.
..,

.
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o ffered to develop a plan for closer integration of the two com-
ponents The in-service design presented included all of Horizon
Proje is piraprofeesionals: With in-service training to be sccred-
ite toward the Goddard degree, the question of how credits could
be accrued by workers not selected for tHe degree program was raised.

r

Academic model. With modificationd hammered out in workshop
sessions, the participants agreed on the following format and con-
tent of the educational program\

1. The grogram would begin with a one-to two-Week residency
period at Goddard. This would include seminars, mini-courses,
workshops, faculty-student conferences, and interaction with other
Goddard adult students. The residential experience wouldalso make
the total resources of the college available to Horizon student
and familiarize 'them with Goddaid on a first-hand basis.

2. The faculty at Goddard. would include a coordinator based
at the college who would meet regularly with a college edvisory .

committee., He would also supervise two faculty. members, based in,
New York City and responsiblq for working intensively with,Horizon
students. (This modified an earlier plan for two half-time faculty
and two-to four part-time.tutor-tounselors inNew York.)

3. New YOrk City fliculti would hold regular individual con -'
ferences.snd regular group meetings with all the students. Monthly
day-long sessions in New York would include (a) review of students'
independent study projects (designed from onto six months in
length); (b) help to the students 'in degligping new study projects;
(c) mini-courses taught by experts in their fields tobrbaden the"
educa0.6nal base of HP students; (d) projects which would tap the
cultural and intellectual resources of New York City; and (e)
continuing seminar whose subject area would be chosen jointly by
the faculty and the dtudents.

. .

e 4. Goddard faculty would be given intensive training prior to
the start,of the program, including an oiikntation to Horizon Project.

5. Admiasions-policy::
0 .

. .
--The Horizon students population,would be a cross-section

c" of Horizon staff, skewed towards those wit the most favorable
chances-of success.

,

.
. --A high sch ool diploma, a GED, or,tke equivalent would be

required for-addrission but the major criterion for 'enrollment would
be a htgh level of motivation end'potentielfor learning.

--Aescreening committee cSkposed of two representatives of
*Fforizon,two of Goddard College,, and one of ASA would review the

;

-,,
, s,rudents' applicstioes'addLselekt 24 enrollees. -

' 7 ',: ' . *
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--Students approved by the committee would have their
records forwarded to the admissions office at Goddard College andthe students would be admitted as regular Goddard students. The
college would have the right to veto any appftcation.-

6. It was the consensus that the BA program would require
four years or less, depehding on the individual's entrance level,
while participant's remained fully employed.

'7.' Advanced standing.

Currently Goddard College gives advanced standing tostudents 'in three ways: (1) credit for successful completion ofcollege work; (2) up to one year of advanced standing for scoringabove the national average on four of five tests in the CollegeLevel Examinatioh Program (CLEF) exams to a person with less than
one year of previous college credits, and on -half year for scoring
above the national average on three'pf five; and (3) "critical lifeexperience" (significant learning experiences outside the collegesetting).

The conference ended with three issues unresolved: how togive credit for advanCed standing, how to avoid instructional dupliZcation caused by 4e-paration of in-service from academic training,and how to give academic credits for in-service training to workers
not.selected.for the degree program. i.

Participants arranged for meetings during December for further
information exchange and model refinement. Giving.Goddard responsi-bility for'both inrservice ind academic components resolved one
problem but sharpened' another. With Goddard in charge of the in-
service training, HP workers felt mote strongly about being includedin bOth. to resolve this problem, self-selection of degree candi-,dates was inoorporited into the model revision, thus opening the
academic prograd to all HP paraprofessionals.. Some of the.more ex-

'perienced Goddard faculty memo s had earlier proposed that self-
selection would produce the most motivated students and hence thosemost likely to succeed in the program.

By early January, a,-training mode). evolved which unified in-
structional leaderahip of in-service andacademic programs and wouldenable any HP employee ,o. apply in-serIlicelearning toward-bacca-
laureate credits. The 'modification jiitabliahed a Horizon Learning
Center (HLC) in New York City near tidesH-Orizon Profetla drug treat-
ment, intake, and community-educition facilities where .the; in- service
component would take place.

HLC will perform to following. fuhctions:

, Condunt the \bdchelor's degree program.fqr Goddard, College

2. CondUct the in- service program for Horizon staff.'

2u
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3. Develop needed learning resources.

4. Provide needed "learning-counseling."

HLC will be staffed by six persons: four will be tull-time
faculty, the fifth will be half-time faculty and hit-if-time admin-,'
istrator, and the sixth will be an administrative assistant. k
training program will be established for the'faculty to acquaint
them with the Addiction Services Agency and Horizon Project and to
develop the additional skills needed for this program. In addition:,
the faculty will participate in weekly meetings to help plan and
coordinate the work of the Learning Center.

Students will be able to apply in-service learning toward the
BA degree in formal contracts with HLC faculty for one-to Six-
month study projects; to be evaluated on completion according to
Goddard's standards and procedures.

Plans are unchanged for baccalaureate ptudents to participate
in annual one-week Goddard residencies and monthly day-long work-
shops in New York.

Since the number of employee-students'may be as high as 80,
each full-time faculty member will be responsible for up to /

approximately 18 students. 5pecialists, ASA Staff, and outside
consultants will lead seminars and workshops and guide study projects"
in specialized fields.

HLC staff will report to a governing,board responsible for HLC
overall operation. The board will consist of repredentativea of
Goddard, ASA, HP, and NCEY.

Goddard is responsible far maintaining academic standards in
faculty appointments and stude'nt performance. HLC faculty will be
appointed by Goddard's president; candidates will be screened by
the board. Goddard College yin grant the bachelor's degr'ee upon
recommendation of the faculty. NCEY will have responsibility fpr
HLC fiscally and for evaluation of the total project: ASA and,
Horizon Project will be responsible fpr defining training needs,
assuring relevance of in- service trafning, providing staff rand
consultants and arranging schedules for in-service training, and
assuring promotion for eligible employees.

Funaing.

NCEY's search for funding to pay for training irnd.aducational
costs of operating the program began in July 1971. Student stipends-
were not needed since ASA is maintaining the trdinees at full salary
throughout training. Trainees will pay for their own baoke, meads,
and travel to and from Vermont and Eor living costs during the
annual Goddard residency. The.union's educati6n fund will help
an estimated 20 aid-level artudents meet these costs.

9
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A request for raining grant of $511,670 for the period
from May 1, 1972, ihrough June 30, 1977, was submitted in August
L971 to the New Cgreers trench of the Division of Manpo'er Education
and Training, NIMH, which had encouraged NCEY to submit an appli-
cation. Supplementary material was submitted to NIMH as model
development proceeded, prior to.a review of the proposal in
January 1972.

Initial review of the application took place on January 30
and.a site visit in February. Requested revisions weie submitte4
March 20. The modified request was for $442,665 for a three-year
period. The review domicil will act on the review committee's
recommendation in June and NCEY is.to be notified by July 1.

We have sought funds from other sources with these results:

U.S. Office of Education: We were informed that USOE's drug
education funds are not available for the kind of training we are
designing. They are spent primarily on short-term institutes.

U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Socigrand.,
Rehabilitation Services:" Funds are allocated regionally. SRS
regional officials, when approached, said that funding could be
provided only-for junior and senior years of celIege programs.

U%S. DepartMent of Labor, ReaZon I], Public Service Careers
' programs: ,DOL s Regional Office has shown interest J.n funding this

and other parts of the project that come within Public.Service
Careers guidelines.

Office of Economic Opportunity: A proposal it also being
prepared for OEO, which is seeking to improve career mobility for
poor persons without formal credentials but.with the experience to
work effectively in poverty areag.' The availability of OEO resourceE,
is uncertain, but QEO is interested in"deveral NCEY models.

,-Next steps

In preparation for in-service training, ASA-Horizon staff,
with NCEY cOnsultant help, are about to reexamine-jOb assignments=
in the light of task analysis. The-goal is, to relate promotional

'requirements to attainment of skills and knowledge needed for
increased responsibilities.

Further action depends on NIMH's funding decision. If
favorable, the next steps will be selection and training of HLC
staff and setting up the HLC facility. If unfavorable,.we.will,
continue to pursue funding alternatives and consider resubmission
to NIMH.



OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIaT *IODEL

In this field a consortium of health isibialoyers, degree-
granting institutions, the New York.Slate Departments,of Health
and Mental Hygiene, and the American Occupational Therapy Associ-,
ation are collaboratin7, with.NCEY to open career-advancement
opportunities in institutional and community-care s4ettings to
economically and educationally disadvantaged health workers who
are now employed.

The 16 workers to be enrolled annually for a five-year period
will be educated and advahced to restructured positions as certi-
fied'occupational therapy assistants (COTA'd) and registered
occupational therapists (OTR's). The college-accredited 'training
will be based on job-analysis results and will combine continuing
clinical practice with academic instruction in an individualized,
laboratory approach.to learning.

.

The consortium of'clinical institutions -- Rockland Children's
Hospital, Rockland-State Hospital, the New York State Rehabilita-
tion Hospital, and'Letchworth Village--will pool their training
facilities and traitees for broader, more efficient, and more
economical training than any one institution could offer. The

atraining staffs of academic and clinical institutions will be
pooled. Trainees will continue atfull salaries throughout their
training? and their schedules re-arranged to facilitate training.

he collaborating colleges--Rockland Community College and
Hunter College Institute of Health Sciences--will initiate OT
programs without needing to construct new laboratory facilities.
They will accredit Clinical and academic work conducted at the
work eites by regular college instructors and staff of the em-
ploying Institutions. The two college components will be artic-
ulated to eliminate duplication of academic weir*.

To make professional accreditation more accessible to ex-.

perienced employees, existing measures for assessing proficiency
will be applied and new ones teeted. AOTA will participate in
curriculum refitemenf and use the project to test proficiency
standards it is developing.

The COTA's and OTR's will be prepared for roles re rmcrured
to improve service delivery and respond to new 'concepts of pre-
vention and care in institutional and community settings.,

The need

OT services are,needed and used in a steadily increasing
range of health and mental health facilities, including hospitals, ,

.

(-1 1 ,
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rehabilitation centers, nursing homes, schools, and home health-
care agencies.

In New York ,State, most OT's work fOr the State Mental. Hygiene
Departpent, 143 of whose 439 budgeted OT positions were "vacant
and unfillable" as of 1971. A need f9r'800 additional OT's in the
ensuing five years was anticipated on the basis of expected growth
of existing and new institutions.

A 1969 survey by the State Health Department found 330 un-
filled budgeted OT positions in New York hospitals--a third of the

"_total budgeted. ,Additional positions were needed but unbudgeted.
Nineteen of 42 budgeted OT positions in the four institutions of
the project's clinical consortium (45 pekcent of the total) were
vacant in 1969.

There was only one accredited program in New York'State for
training OT assistants. About 50 students. were graduated in 1971.
Natiofially, 36 accredited schools were graduating about 780 OT's
a year'''es'of November 1971, while the Bureau of Labor Statistics
has estimated an annual average of 3,500 openings to 1980.

The OT field is marked, nationally as well as at the state
and local levels, by large and continuing personnel shortages.

, The Bureau of Labor Statistics expects these shortages to con-
tinue as interest in rehabilitation increases and established OT.
programs continue to prove themselves.

The Need for Restructured Positions 0

Far-reaching changes in"health-cars,facilities and patterns
of care have taken the OT field well beyond its traditional, .

functions and work sites. Pievention of illness and disability
through community information and education'programs is increas-
ingly emphasized. OT's are setving as staff members and conr
sultants for a widening r'ange of community-based fac4ities and ,

services such as halfway-houses and store front centers. The team
_approach to prevention, treatment, and rehabilitation'is Also
gaining favOr. These changes in and diversification.of functions
will continue as docal programs expand and geographic4ly Centre- .

lined institutions are deemphasized.

The changes require restructuring of the OT profession and
upgrading of skills to reduce costs and .increase the number of
trained therapists. This res-pructuring includes new ,staffing
patterns, retraining of existing staff, and new personnel pre-
pared for new roles.

1
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The paraprofessionals to be advanced
. .

All OT- departments in every health institution employ per-
sonnel at low -level assistant or aide-type positions. These per-
sonnel are familiar with OT work, have developed some skill and
knowledge of OT, understand the work requirements and, if given
Opportunities for advancdment, will likely, remain in the field.
They provide an excellent and largely:uneapped source of OT man-
powdr.

In add±ion, there is a much larger pool of patient-care
. personnel at the aide, attendant, and assistant levels with
similar attributes and skills who work throughout large health
institutions. A large percentage of them ate members of minority
groups. Their insights into community needs and problem'S can be
valuable to the delivery of OT services as these services move
increasingly into the cbminunity. But for the educationally and
economically disadvantaged worker who cannot afford full-time
college, opportunities are Severely limited. Night college, is
costly, burdensome, and lengthy, and OT courses are rarely given

. at night.

I

PreAent'requirements for OT credentials

The credentials required of an occupational therapist are a
bachelor's degree in 04 and registration by the American Occupa-
tional Therapy Association (AOTA) on successfully passing an exam-
ination. More than terOrears ago, ROTA adopted the concept of
training and utiliziliq OT assistants. the AOTA accredits programs
which train assistants in either a 20-week hospital-based program
or a two-year communityi.college program. The trend is more and
more to two -year community college programs, since-the academic
credits earned are generally transferable to baccalaureate pro-..

grams. ,

AOTA's interest in Aang

The OT profession lits, under AOTA's 'guidance, been searching
for ways to augment thel_itupply,of qualified personnel. Unlike
most other professkonapsociations, AOTA is actively seeking to
.open the profession to pOrsons who Can demonstrate OT knowledge
and skills; however obtained. AOTA recently passed a resolution
making itpossible for a.00TA without a baccalaureate degree to
sit for the OTR examinabion.

ta'rly in 1971, NCEY'to,ok up with AOTA officials the feasibil-
ity of alternative routes to OT credentials. AOTA endorsed the
idea and undertook active: participation in the development. of the

V
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program.* In June of that ya.ar, the AOTA executive board voted
for full cooperation with NCEY, including consultant assistance
during the planning stages.

.

Zhe chairman of AOTA's Committee on Standards and Educational
Requirements'was designated at liaison to the project. She has
participated in program design and curriculum development and, as
AOTA's associate executive director for program development, con-
tinues to work with us on further delineation of the project.

HOw OT was selected

Early in the developmental phase, NCEY looked into the possi-.

biiity of finding a major state employer as a collaborator.
Meetings were set up with the Chairwoman of the Civil ServiCe Com-,
mission and her staff, with the Commissioner of Health, and the
State Health Department's Director of Special Manpower. Programs.
Civil Service officials suggested we contact the Department of
Mental Hygiene, the largest State employer, which was working to
design career ladders for its employees.

NCEY found that the State Mental Hygiene Department had de-
veloped career ladders in nine human-service health occupations,
including-OT, for its 55,000 workers. The ladders were incomplete
or dead-ended at several rungs. Little progress could be made
toward completing them because of rigid requirements for licensing
and credentialing at the associate and baccalaureate-degree levels
which a vast majority of employees could not meet. The career
ladders made po provision for accrediting work expe-r-i-ence or.in-
service training.

41...t. took only a tingle meeting with MHD's'Associate Commissioner
for Manpower, Employee Relations, and Training and his staff to
obtain the Department'S commitment to participate with NCEY in a
demonstration to develOp alternative qualifications for, and routes
to credentials. With this pledge in hand, NCEY set about selecting,
with MHD, one of the nine occupations and a suitable clinical
collaborator.

All nine areas vare examined jointly by NCEY and MHD from the
standpoint of the existing and future, ManpOwer and service needs
of the Department. Of the nine occupations, physical therapy had
the highest percentage of vacancies, with OT second.

t o

There are only one- fourth, as many physical therapists as OT's
in thd MHD system, however, and-physical therapy has greater im-
portance in general than in mental hospitals.

* For support letter from AOTA, see Appendix G
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Of the seven other occupations considered but rejected:

- -Psychiatric nursing, psychiatric-social work, speech and
hearing therapy, and recreation therapy had too few workers
to serve the project's purpose;:

- -Psychology was too highly professionalized;

--Mental health generalist was an occupation witI problems
of definition and functions which could not he delineated
within the project's time-span.

OT seemed to be the fiela most favorable for successful devel-'
.opment, among the nine occupations considered.

Preliminary agreement with ITHD

An agreement was reached with IHD's Lawrence McArthur, '-
Associate Commissioner'for Manpower,EMployee Relations and
Training in January 1971 following a'letter fromJICEY'a project
director outlining the program. (See Appendix F..) -.14HD assumed
responsibility for improving the job specifications for the DT's
it employed, designing an upwardly.mobile-syatem in, all'MHD
settings in which they were employed, and recommenAing an inno-
vation-minded institution within the department whose, training
personnel would be aseignedto the project..

NEEY agreed to take .leadership in designing the training
model and to involve institutions of higher education, licensing
and accreditation authorities, and those responsible for college-
proficiency exams and development of,41ternal degrees.

Selecting an emplover-'collaborator.

Locating an employer institution in t-he-New York C4ty area
took almost six months, from January to June 1971, .

A major part of that period, from January to April, I./aa-gide-
voted to exploring the possibility of collaborating with a
hospital whose administrator proposed that replace OT with,a
new profession, rehabilitition specialist. -This position, would
apparently be akin to the mental health generalist, although a ---
clear-cut dETinition had not been advanced by the administrator.
He contended that there would be an increasingly great demand
for rehabilitation 'spscialists,because of the.strong trend toward
-team approaches in. themental health ,field.

. Negotiations we 're, suspended when NCEY concluded, after dis-
.

r::
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cussions with.spveral knowledgeable resources, that its goals
would be poorlyserved working with a new and ill-defined pro-,
fession not likely to be recognized for at least five years.

Strong interest in the project was evinced by'another hospital
which already had an active in-service program for staff at all
levels.'. Many courses were available on site, including some given
by a -CUNY community college and a nearby medical center. This
hospital had mere experience than most with the "unitized" or
team approach and was seeking to clarify the unique contributions
of each of the team's disciplines.

Extensive negotiations involving key hospital staff, NCEY,
and DMH led to agreement on overall goals and a tentative, plan fir
cooperation in developing an OT project. The gathering Of data do
staffing patterns, promotional practices, and OT skills and know-
ledge was begun. The hospital was prepared to designate its six
senior OT's to work out concepts, and to involve its entire.OT
staff of about 30 as the demonstration proceeded.

On the verge of formal agreement, however, negotiations were
delayed several months when sharp statewide cutbacks in the MHD
budget and a job freeze raised fears that the hospital would not
be able to carry out its end of th project. For many weeks the
jobs_of senior OT staff/appeared_to be in jeopardy, and the possi-
bility lo;omedt no promotional positions would be open to
students who completedythe project. The director sought to re-
solve the situation with a letter to MHD asking approval of the,
investment in training, and assurance that the positions would/be
made available. The reply was that MHD could give no such assiir- .

ance.oand that additional training expenditures' by the' institution
would not be approved.

The third chapter in NCEY's search for a clinical collaborator
led us, at the suggestion of DMH's manpower utilization specialist,
to Rockland Children's'Psychiatric Hospital, a brand need facility

_...W-tEh no training programs whose director was greatl interested in
the NCEY type of program.

-

RCPH is a unitized hospital following the growing national
trend toward'an interdisciplinary team approach ta,habilitation
and 'rehabilitation. Its OT's are members of teams consisting of
social workeks% psychologists, psychiatrists, nurses, and teachers.
RCP could, however, provide only about four trainees at any one
ime,'and OT experiences solely in a children's psychiatric setting

would be too limited. 'At'AOTA's suggestion, we searched for other
clinical settings to supplement the clinical experiences at RCPH.

Two New York City hospitals we approached were interested.

t,
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One, however, had no entry-level paraprofessional positions and,
With a budget freeze, could create none. The second institution's .

chief occupational therapist had just ,signed, and no replacement
had been found. ,

The problem was resolved by RUH's director, who was able to
assemble a consortium of four clinical institutions, including his
own, in Rockland County, New York.

The agreement
v.

DMH approved an agreement between NCRY and RCPH for RCPH to
organize the consortium. The State HD agreed that one of its
institutions should be a part of the consortium. AOTA had're-
commended that we expand training opportunities in OT to include
work experience in physical medicine as well as in mental health.

RCPH pbtained agreements from the other three institutions
indicating their willingness' toserve as clinical collaborators in
the program. They are':

--Rockland State Hospital: an inpatient psychiatric facility
- which provides care and treatment for patients 18 years of

age and older.

4

--Letchworth Village: an inpatient facility which provides
care and treatment for mentally retarded persons three years
of age and'olderand special care for the - retarded witch
physical handicaps, including the multiply handicapped.

--New York State Rehabilitation Hospital: a residential
treatment center and out-patient clinic for the physically
handicapped of all ages.

RCPR itself is an inpatient facility which provides care and treat-
, ment far children from six to 16 years of age.
4

MHD agreed to offer project graduates employment at Appro-
priate institutions and to 'spread the model to other MHD insti-
tutions.

I
Selepting college collaborators

In its search for academic,institutions,amenable to .the pro-
gram'sibasic approaches and willing to modify traditional mo es,
NCEY ehound only three in Npw York City which prepared OTR's an
none preparing COTA's. Since more training. facilities are needed,
it was decided in cooperation with AOTA, to investigate the possi-

_
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' bility of stimulating the deve;opment of new OTR and COTA ograms
in academic institutions willing to collaborate. We were ised
that this would -he less difficult than attemptinchange ex-
isting programs.

-.-

A few preliminary contacts with t .ebUNY community olleges
were made early in the project's devt opment, but they owed no
interest. A meeting with the Acad mic Dean of the Hunt r College
Institute of Health Sciences, how ever, indicated a defi ite in-
terest in the possibility of working with us to start n 9.T pro-
gram. Negotiations had to be delayed as we still needdeto locate
a community collegd, since t1 e. Hunter Institute offers only the
third And fourth years of a bacq 3aureate program.

When the director of RCPH agreed to organize the clinical
consortium, he also recommended that we approach Rockland Commun-
ity Colege, a two-year college. We did so, and reached an agree-
ment. the college agreed to offer the twol°=Year COTA program pro-
vided funding and "logistic details a4ld be worked out.' The
chairman of the college's Human Services Department was designated
for liaison with the program.

RCC has a record of cooperative educational programming with
the four collaborating clinical institutions, particularly in its' %.
.Human Services Program. Recognizing the critical shortage of
competent human-service personnel, the State University of New
York and State Department of Education selected the college to
develop a curriculum which would prepare productive workers in a
wide variety of human-service agencies: The Rockland program
leads "to an associate in aptaied science degree. The college had

. been planning to include OT among its human,services offerings,
which participation in the demonstratiOn' will,enable it to do.

InMarch 1972, we were able to reopen negotiations with the
Hunter Instqytte, which by May had formally agreed ,to offer the
>,two-year sect or college program for OTR's. The Institute had

t ,planned td add an OT program as goon as. feasible. Using the con -
'sortium institutions as collaborators will enable Hunter to open
an OT program without the prohibitive cost of setting up e1'i-nice:1
laboratories and, with a resource of qualified OT,personnel, to -
augment its instrdctional staff.

THE PLANNING COMMITTEE

From November 1971, through May 1.972, a planning committee
met regUlarly to outline the step's to be taken in preparing a
comprehensive funding proposal, Initially the committee consisted
of representatives of the clinical institutions, AOTA, NCEY, and
State manpower consultants. As they agreed to particiPate, the

el 000
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academic institutions were included in committee meetings. The
committee decided that a job analysis was essential if we were to
effect changes in OT preparation and practice, and that a curri-
culum be written reflecting the job-analysis results as well as.
emerging trends in the OTDield.

JOB ANALYSIS
&

At the planning committee's suggestion, jobs performed by OT's
and OT Assistants in the four hotpitals of the consortium were
examined. The study sought to obtain informatj.on which would:
(1) distinguish the tasks performed by OT's and OTA's; (2) deter-
mine the kinds of experiences which could be given academic credit;
(3) provide the basis for developing classroom and clinical curri-
cula; and (4) indicate-needed preceptor training.

Of considerable importance to the job analysis was a study
Conducted at Ohio State University; "The Development of Occupa-1,
tional Therapy Job Descriptions and Curricula through Task
Analysis." 'RCPH's chief OTR conferred with the director of the
Ohio State study regarding the kinds of issues to raise in struc-
turingithe local job analysis.

The analysis was conducted in several iihases. The first ex-
amiried_OTR jobs, using a ,questionnaire to determine functions per-

' foirmed and estimates of the relative importance of ,functions in
terms of time spent on each. The questionnaire was pre-tested on
all OTk's at RCPH and minor revigions were made. '

.

After a training session, the chief OTR of each collabor
'institution administered the questionnaire andcgaducted fol
-interviews' witli the OTR's at `his institutiom.

r(/'
There was a high level of agree ent-r_earding the amount of

time and importance of the activities and the-amount of time and
' importance of.various treatment, areas and procedures`:

To find out whether qestionnaire replies were coioned by
what respondents thought ToidA wanted, an observer'dfd a timed spot-
check at one institut o iet a representative picture of the
job. There was good a ent with questionnaire responses.

-1
In tee second phase, information concerning tas s performed

by the assistants,was obtained from three of,the fou hospitals.
One hospital does not yet emiatloy assistants. Sixteen ssistants
were randoMly selected from units within eachof the t ree hos-
pitals. With minor modification, theformat and5iteMs used in
the OT questionnaire' were used in the OTA questionnaire.

ing
ow-up
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The assistants' scope of functioning was more limited than

that of the Therapists., Some functions they did not perform at
*ft all. Agreement-among assistants in the three institutions in

ranking time spent on job activities was high, although individual
assistants in each hospital specialized in different areas: (For,
the job analysis, see Appendix Q .)

Job restructuring

Discussions of the job-analysis findings among OT supervisors
and members of the planning committee led to redefinition of roles
for OTR's and COTA's to include new functions toward which the
profession is inoving.and to reallocate tasks so as to uselnaripower
more effectively. In the new roles, the OTR is perceived as a
supervisor, consultant, educator, and Iighly trained specialist,
while the COTA assumes most of the "general firactitionet" func-
tions.

The skills, knowledge, and behaviors essential to competent.
performance in the new roles were identified. This, together with
the results of the Ohio State study and the local job-analysis,,
provided a_basis fqr constructing a curriculum.

Curriculum devel men

After outlining and categorizing the knowledge and skips
needed to perform the *tasks, the planning committee turned dVer
the writing of the curxiculueto a subcommittee composed of the
Dean of Academic Affairs at the Hunter Institute, two OTR con-

. sultants, and NCEY's liaison representati.Ve to'the OT program.
They completed the curriculum, which was submitted to the planning
committee for recommendatiOns. A final draft was then prepired.

.

The curriculut (see Appendix p ) covers both academic acid
practical portions of training ,for the newly defined COTA role.
It includes theory and practice and is organized by'funCtional
context. Specifications'have been made as operational as posgile,.
.The curriculum will include recommendations for delineating appro-
priate cliniCal-and-didactic training. In addition, provision
will be. made for students to acquire ta'body of general information,
and understanUing in the liberal art's and sciences, as well as in
OT's more technical aspects.'"

Six broad areas have been identified which encompass the
total range of .knowledge and skills required in the first two
years: ,

. t
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I ,Generic knowledge and skills ,-.

. II 'Normal growthand development
-III Cognitive and perceptual l-motor dYsfunciiohe
...IV Phyhical 'dysfunctions ,

,

i,

,,,,......V 'llaily life tasks, including vocational evaluation and
training -

; .

..

. ,%,,VI PSIchosocial dysfunctions .

.
. ...,...',,

. .

;dentlfication'of.the'six areas was,ap organizing device r
tp-

',assure that relevant knowledge and skills Would not be 'omitted.'
There is a good.d'eal Of overlap. In actual training, content from

. different area,t'will be
.
fused, correlated, and sequenced. ',-

...
' .

. ,
. . . .

, .

All of Areas'I and II coula.be 'combined with selected material
from:the other areas to form the basis for trafninvand education .
'in most allied health occupations. Material would havp to by edged
for particular.occupationS. , -t .

, .

...

,

If

'III4a1

.

.

:5,1C

.:Developing the mode).
. . ,-

,,
I r',

,

. c.::
. Unique VD the project is its concept ofcollaboration among

_employing apd academic institutions, a prof6ssionaI society, the
applicant4a9ency, and key representatives .of ptate,,e4encies im- ,.-.

.portant-to the sUccessf the projPct and its ultidatp institution-.
alizZtioh, . ,

'
-,... le

`+' i - *-

so

t

Policy board . .,-
,. -lp ric. r

The collaborators will set Policy for operation of the project
' .through membership on a Polidy Board. The Policy Board will in

elude ore pePreseneativeof each of the four collaborating Clinical
1 instituiAls, the two colleges, AQTA, NCEY, the soeci,al'manpower ,

'programa of the Hpalth-Department,, and the manpower utilization'
staff of thg Mental Hygiene Debartment, and at least one'student

,1 A. . Vrepresentatrve. . '..--

0 ..
.

.

.

: .t

i.--.
. . ,

,.

- Employih4 4nstittitions" -..., f . . :.
,

n. A. .. 0

'.:Emproyinv inhtitutions will r cr4t and screen candidates for
the program'andtrecodmend them to he program d&receorand staff

, fo;.final'seleeeion. .Each employerlc-collaborator Will prbvide
clinical facilities and instruction'' for trainees employed by all
the ..participAtiaw hospitals, acdording,,to the:demonstrations

,

4 cur"riculum,1In a4dition to generid'OT training 'at all ttie insti-'...

tuticins, 'tact: will offer special lerning opportunitiese.
,.

14'
6. .t '.-. ,

,Te.tItlewYork State Rehabilitation Hospital =- experience in
'. .

. , 4

., ,
...

v' 4 1 .

..

. 1
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rehabilitation of petients of all ages with .physical dysfunctions.
.

4

Rockland Children's Hospital-vinstruction in an intetdiscir
plinary team approach to habilitation and rehabilitation.

-Letchworth Villege--practice with the severely, profoundly,.
and multiply handicapped retarded.

Rbckland State Hospit al-experiences with the mentally ill
of all ages including geltric4paeientS.

Trainees' work and vacation schedules will be arranged by
employers so that they can earticipate fully in training. Pro-
motion to COTA and OTR positions will be assured to all enrollees

,, who /ualify,:in accordance with provisions of the. OT career ladder
series of the State Civil Service Commission.

.

. . .-.0*Collaboraeing Colleges
. a

These institutions will offer associate and baccalaureate
degree programs 'which are pre-plannedand continuously coordinated
for maximumarticulation. They will give advanced standing for
relevant stills, knowledge, and experience previously acquired by
students, using existing instruments and instruments to be devel-
oped.

They will be responsible for the educational quality and
academic accreditation of the .learning experiences, including
clinical practice at the employers' facilities and classroom
Components that may take place there., The academic programs will
,operate on a year-round (11-month) basis.

1 '

AmeiiCan\i)ccupatiOnal Therapy Association

ROTA, which now permits a CQTA without a baccalaureate degree
to sit for the OTR examination, is setting new eligibility criter-
'ia which wiliNinclude'experiense and demonstrated'self-learning as
an.alternative!sto formallieducaeion.

,AOTA- has-tw o distinct roles ",din the project:

Ns .consultant aft adViSer so that the program for
preparing OT 4sistafits will be acCreditedi and students who
compIete'thp.training will qualify to sitfor the OT registry

`?.examination.

2. using the project as a testfng ground for standards



being developed by AOTA under a Federal contract with the Bureau
of Health Manpower for assessing students' proficiency and progress.

National Committee on Employment of Aouth

NCEY will provide fiscal management and control, technical
assistance, monitoring, and evaluation of the operating program
and will feed back findings to the program staff and the collabo-
rating institutions to help refine and adjust the project in the
light of its objectives. NCEY will prepare a final report de7 '

scribing the program in detail, evaluating the different components,
and containing recommendations and guides for modification and re-
plication.

Specialists in the State Health and Mental Hygiene Departments

The project's -replicability is of concern to the two depart-
ments. HD's durector of special manpower programs, its senior
consultant in rehabilitation therapies, and the Mental Hygiene
Department's manpower utilization specialist will guide the demon-
stration and give consultant help.

Staff

Under the Policy Board's direction, a program director will
be responsible for managing thd demonstration, including the
education and training curriculum, staffing, staff training, re-
lationships among the collaborating institutions, and other ad-
ministrative tasks. Two OTR's-will be hired as education and
training coordinators--one at Rockland pommunity College4 one
at Hunter- -and will conduct the academic programs, coord e in-
structional activities with clinical experiences, teach.some
courses, provide acaderhic guidance to students, and prepare
students to take examinations'for proficiency accreditation and,
registration. Four OTV.s will be hired as preceptors, one assigned
to each of the four clinical facilities, to give clinical instruc7
tion, student supervision, and counseling, and,to manage echeduling,
of students'Aime. Part-time instructors will be-hired at "both
Rockland Community ipollege,and'the Hun,ter Institute to teach
courses not covered- by thedubaetion and training coordinators, the
preceptors, or other clinical and academic faculty. Tutors will be
employed to assist students in strengthening academic skills such
as reading, report writing, and mathematics and science funda-
mentals. An evaluator wills be responsible for evaluating the
project' and feeding back findings to the program director and
Policy Board. Consultants will be employed to plan and conduct
staff training workshops, develop and adthinister proficiency
measures for students, and as guest lecturers.
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Evaluation

The evd4luation of this project will serve etoo'functions:

Provide a detailed overall judgment of program effect-
iireness by comparing program outcomes with information collected
before and durAg the program.

Provide feedback of interim data 'analysis and considered
observation on which to base program modifications during the

' demonstration period.

We will evaluate the career development of individual train-
ees, Changes in OT roles, staffing patterns', job performance,
mobility, effect on accreditation and Civil Service systems, and
effect on and relationship to other occupations*

How the model Will work

Sixteeh health workers in the four clinical institutions
will be enrollea each yea" for a.five-year period, for a total of
80 enrollees. Before students begin training, the prog5am dir-
ector will confer with their' immediate supervisors so, that their
schedules are adjusted for participation in the clinical and
academic program. He will ,arrange for assessment of the students'
previously acquired skills and, knowledge and for tutorial ser-
vices. The education and.training coordinators and preceptors
will take part in these activities.

Student 4ssessment

Students' proficiency will be assessed in three areas;
Academic subjects, professional, knowledge, and clinical practice.-.--

Performance ,on appraisal instruments and observed com-
petence will help determine'what learning experiences are
necessary fora perticular Student and what advanced standing
will be given on the basis ok demonstrated competence achieved
through prior experience.

" Academic assessment will be based 'upon existing tests avail-
able in New York State, and measures applied by faculty of the
colleges.

Advanced standing and credit for both professional knowledge
and clinical practice.will be awarded by the colleges on the basis
of test assessment and observed competence.

4
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Student selection

For the first year, aide or assistant-level personnel current-
ly working in OT departments of the clinical institutions will be
selected. The second and sUbsequentcycles.will draw from the much
larger pool of patient-care personnel at the'aide or attendant
level, selecting those whos'e work histories reflect an interest in
working with patients and a general sensitivity to the:babilitative
role of health-service personnel. Those selected will not need to
have had direct OT experience.

Recruitment and preliminary selection of candidates will be
done by education committees in the collaborating institutions,
which'have management and union representation. The committees .

will 'recommend candidates, to the program director, who will arrange
for final selection by the staff.

Selection procedures will include evaluation of candidates'
work records and attendance, carefully structured interviews to
asses motivation and aptitude,andswritten tests (not standard-
Azed) to identify persons whose reading and writing skills are in-

, adequate to permit them to participate in the programl,

Clinical assignments

Clinical assignments for students will be made within the four
institutions comprising the consortium, and will include at least
three months:in each institution, enabling students to experience
the full range of OT services with a variety of populations.

When a student has'completed,a minimum of three months in
each of his clinical assignEdents, he may ,choose to, contiz'iue ro-
tating his assignments or tb gain more experience in one specific
institutidn.

The full-tinie preceptor (an experienced OTR, assigned to each
.clinical institution will shave day-to-day responsibility for super-
vising, instructing, and counseling students

Academic instruction

.Whenever feasible, academic instruction will take place in, the
clinical institutions. The 1Dreceptors and the academic coordinator
will have faculty status at Rockland Community College and will
teach OT courses. The directors of the OT departments alio may be
designated as clinical ,instructors by the college.

Student§ are expected to achieve associate degrees and become



COTA's in one to two years, and to prepare successfully .for the
OTR examination in about ithree.to three-and-a-half calendar years,
earning baccalaureate degrees at the'same time.

-A.
.

At the end of 18 months.we expect that substantially all of
-thes first group of 'students will be COTA's, functioning. in the
redefined role. Aotual'eXperience withthe first two cycles will
provide more substantial information on which to hase estimates,
of time for program completion and actual achievement of career

Staff del:relpment

Just prior to the start of the program, three three-day
training institutes will be held for all the administrative and
instructional staff of the colleges ,and collaborating institutions,
using pOnsultants for leaders. In all future years, three two-day
tra,ining sessions will take place, led by project staff.,

Plans for continuation and replication of the program

% We aretaking steps now to establish a training base in each
' collaborating fnstitution for continuing the program after the
demonstrAtion,period. Through subcontracts with'Rockland Commiiity
College and the Huntee.College Institute, we will locate academlc
leadership for training within'these institutions. Both collegei
have considered organi-zing OT programs for some.time,-and Rockland
has already received approval for its program. Both are already
studying ways of providing continuing support once the programs
are. established. The colleges anticipate receiving additional
revenues under the Federal Higher'EducatiOn Act.

-

We anticipate that orta,e the training program proves its
worth, the clinical institutions will be in a potition to nego-
tiate for inclusion of the project preceptors.in their regular
personnel structures.

The medical director of the NO/ Yark RehabilitationHospital
welcomes this opportuni"ty to'initiate an'OT career ladder and a
staff-pp-grading program. BecaUse.the hospital is planning sub-
stantial expansion,of staff and facilities for the next five year's,
there is good reason to expect that the present high degree of
interest will result in continuation of the training there.

We have a commitment from the director of Rockland Children's
Hospi.tal to continue training beyond the life of the program and
to maintain the 'collaborative effort.

4C
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The Office of Manp;Pwer, Employee Relations, and Training of
the MentalHygiene Dephitment will make the results and procedures
of the projec't availabl to other institutions in the state system
and urge them to consider replicating it./ The Office will also
:ask state educational institutions to add such a peogram.

Ward-level p sonnel in MHD institutions will be notified of
opportunities to pply for the program. It will thus be available
on a regional basis. The Department will encourage directors of
other state institutions to make budget requests on a line basis
to permit their employees to participate in the project.

NCEY, through its publications and reports, will faCilitate
replication throughout the country.

Funding

A first draft of grant application was prepared for sub-
mission to the Bureau of Health Manpower Education of NIH in early
1972 to meet aMarch. 1972' submission deadline. At a meeting with
BHME,staff in February, they suggested we inc ude additional inform-
ation and material and urged us not to submit i formal application
uni1 the model was more' fully developed.

We submitted a revised second draft in early June and met
again with BMHE staff. 'Th'ey encouraged us to make a few more
revisions and to clarify*Some ambiguous points. This was done, and
a formal proposal was submitted-June.30. We will be notified ih
November whether the proliotal has been approved.

The proposhl requests'41,124,562 for a five-year special
training program.

In mid-June 1972, t-he'New York State.bepartment of Civil
Service filed a request tqzDOL's Regional Office in the--15Zif
of $156,309 for'an.upgradeoomponent of its Public Service Car ers
Contract to supi5ortepur OT,;deTonstration for IS months. jA numb -r
of problems remain to be chtolved., however:

-----1. The Department s.'PS;c projects must be funded frjam
Fiscal 1973 monied which have not yet,been allocated
to the- region.

2: The proposal's aoq'tly nature hat led Regional DOL
officials to advi,se us to review the budget thoroughly,_
make cuts where possible, and obtain contributions from /

, ! 1

N ' (

,

-

.II

other sources to'reduce the amount requested from DOL.
$'
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Next steps

Follow-up on contact, with funding agencies: NM and
state PSCP

Investigate potential new sources for funding: 0E0, etc.

Continue contacts with State Departments of Health, Mental
Hygiene, Civil Service, and Education, and with academic and
clinical collaborators

Continue curriculum development

Identify existing instruments for measuring proficiency;
develop new instruments as-needed.

.- 4 8.
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NURSING MODEL

This projerit will seek to enable employed, capable, and
motivated paraprofessional public health assistants (PHA's)
who cannot afford a full-time nursing-school program to be trained
as junior pub4c health nurses (JPHN's) and public health nurses
(PHN's) in thrNew Yo'rk City Department of Health. The project
will increase the supply bf PHN's, who are in critically short
supply locally and nationally, while providing upward mobility
to a disadvantaged group.

Success in a demonstration conducted by the nation's largest
municipal health depe-r--t-ment would be applicable to departments
and other health employers throughout the nation, particularly in
large cities where health services to,the disadvantaged need drastic.
improvement. It would be especially important to the many community
health centers staffed by large numbers of paraprofessionals, mostly

' in dead-end lobs.

Collaboration between the New York City Health Tepartment (HD)
and colleges is an important innovation at a time when expanding
nursing - school programs are having serious difficulty' finding

'qualified faculty and adequate spaceboth of which HD will provide.
The project adds a dimension to work-studyby using work sites as

4.adarning centers integrated into the academic curriculum., a feature ,

4 that would be helpful to many other training centers for RN's and

The project will-establish collaborative relationships between
Hp and degree-granting institutions and use new curricula and-
training methods to enable employed PHA's and junior PHN's in HD
to become PHN's.- It will seek alternatives to conventional college
requirements that maintain high st'a'ndards and are less costly,
shorter, and more,releyant 'to tlarticipants. It will help to
increase the'supply of professional nurses equipped by background
And training to serve inner city communities.

The program annually enroll 20 PHA's employed by HD
and prepare them o become junior PHN's (Step 1) and PHN's (Step 2)
in the department.. 'HD will promote `them to these positions as they
qualify. Starting in the'second program year, an additional 10
JPHN's will begin at Step 2 become PHN's. By the fifth program
year, 100 PHA's and 50 additions,. JPHN's will have enrolled.

49
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BLS in 1970 reported 660,000"RN's in the nation and 65,000 -

needed annually to 1980, with a steadily rising demand. Predicted,
passage by Congress of a national health-insurance program is
expected to lead a vast increase in demand for nurses as well as
other health-care personnel.

In New York City, municipal hospitals had 8,000 nurse
positions. in 1970 but only 4,227 nurses on the jbb. The city's
hospitals had less than 40 percent of their budget-authorized
positions. Bellevue Psychiatric Hospital had less than 10 percent.
In 1969, 1,404 RN's entered the municipal system but 1,272 separated.

At the New York City Department of Health', the city's major ,

employer of PEN's, 108 of 665 budgeted positions for public health
nursing personnel were "perthanent vacancies" in D'ecember 1970 because
of a lack of candidates. ED has never been able to supply enough
PEN's for the city's school-health programs. Expansion'of community

, health facilities, for which there is'much community demand, will
aggravate the PEN shortage unless new training and accreditation
approaches can be developed.

)
Steps taken to meet needs

ED has taken 'several major sreps,to increase nursing personnel
at all levels:

--To recruit new staff, ED participates in a cooperative
high-school work-study program enabling a student to '

work half-time at a health station during vhe senior
year and become a PHA upon graduation. This program has
so stimulated interest in nursing that half the'enrollees
go on to' community-college nursing schools. Lacking its
own training program, ED loses 'these recruits.

--To meet the PEN shortage in the schools, PHN's were placed
there 20 years ago to relieve PHN's of many non-nursing
functions. The PHA must have a high-school diploma and a
year's experience in a medical setting. More than a third
of the PEA's are licensed practical nurses who prefer HD's
regular hours.

5 0
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Senior PHA pOsition was agreed upon in 1970' by HD and
District Council 37, Oericah Federation of State, Couhty,

-.and Municipal Employees, which represents all levels of
public health nursing personnel. The position has not been
approved by the city, Personnel Department, reportedly because
it carries no new duties beyond the PHA's. HD has, however,
set up the senior PHA as an in-house promotional title with
a salary differential to comply with the union agreement.
This has not reduced staff turnover.

--In 1970, HD converted the title of..staff nurse to junior PEN.
This expedient can solve little unless the supply of RN's is
replenished at a more rapid rate, than up to now, since the
total supply of new nurses in New York City falls far short
of.the demand.

Present requirements

A junior public health nurse (staff nurse) must have, completed
'an approved nursing program either in a community college associate-
degree (two-year) program, a hospital-related diploma school program
(usually three years), 16i a baccalaureate (fOur-)rear) prbgram and
hive Massed the state nursing registration examinations.

Requirements for public health nurse have changed since NCEY
began to work in this field. Under state regulations; PHN's are
required to, have a baccalaureate degree in nursing as well as an RN.
Until June, 1971, PHN's in' New York City were only required to have
an' RN plus 30 specialized credits in an approved college program; a
baccalaureate degree was not required. In actual fact, however,
the 30 credits were available only to4students enrolled in a bacca-
laureate nursing program. Thus, a year ago it wduld Ilave been
possible for NCEY to design a special 30-credit college institute
separate from the, BSI programs. Since the 1971 Legislature removed
the HD's exemption, tht baccalaureate program itself must be re-

,designed.

Paraprofessionals' roadblocks to advancement

The only promotional route now open to PHA's is the Civil
Service clerical series. HD recently lost 10 of its best assistants
at one time after they passed these examinations.

Most PHA's would like- to stay in.nursing--moie than 56 percent
expressed interest in participating in, an upgrading program. But
most, also hav,e families and cannot afford to quit wok.to go to
School. About 20 of the 385 PHA's attended evening courses in 1970.

J 1
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dnlyone or two. of the city's :nursing schools offer such courses,and these place heavy scheduling burdens on family heads. HDpaid tuition but gave students no released time for study'belowthe baccalaureate level.

..-

Ascertaining the feasibility of alternatives in the field

The process of selecting public health nursing for model
development began in November 1970,with a'series of meetingsbetween NCEY staff and officials of HD, who were ready to consider
collaboration with NCEY for career development in several occupa-

_____
-trarraI-e.rees.- After four months of consultation with HD bureaudirectors and examinatkot of personnel requirements; promotionalpractices, credentials, and career-ladder plagnilig, the firstchoice of both HD-and NCEY was public health nursing%

The fields of sanitarian and public health educator had alsobeen.considered. But the cuerrent surplus of technIcally, trainedpersonnel created little incentive for upgrading paraprofessionalsto sanitarian. Public health educator'held out little promise as
a'pro-motional goal because HD, the nation's .largest municipalhealth department, employs only 30 educators. Despite considerableinterest in expanding HD's public health education services, HDofficials foresaw little likelihood of restructuring the duties.or funding significant numbers-of new positions.

Before decidingson nursing, NCEY,cO'nsulted New York StateNursing Licerisure officials and National League for Nursing staffto discuss the project's objectilies. They encouraged us to-proceedand referred us to recent league policy statements urging more recog-nition of students' prior education and experience. Both agenciesoffered suggestions as to local nursing educators who would be 1receptive to our ideas on nursing programs.

IA discussion 'with the.Dean of the Hunter College School of 1704'Nursing, who had built a related program* for the City DepartmeAtof Hospitals, led to the establishment of a coalition of the forcesI needed to make the project succeed. Representatives of HD's units
on public health 'nursing and professional education, the union,,the city's Health and Hospitals Corporation and Personnel Department,.and the nursing departments of several ,CUNY colleges and CUNY's
central administrative offices weighed ideas for the project.

*An Experimental Work-Study Program to Determine the'AppTopriate
Method to Prepare Licensed Practical Nurses for Professional Nursing,PHA Grant No. NPG 368-01
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The coalition's exploration of problems and alternative
'solutions had the following results:"

- -Ht documented its need for the project,

- -The readiness of PHA's to participate in an upgrading
program was confirmed"in interviews at all Wealth stations.

,:.

--An articulated program from PHA.through JPHN to PHN was
agreed upon.

I/ .

- -The Health and Hospitals Corpbration committed the use of
its facilitie4 for in-hospital clinical experience.

- -The union indicated it would help with funding.

:--What appeared to be a major hurdle was discussed and over-
come- =the fear that state licensure officials would. not
approve a work-study model as an alternative route to
credentials. A follow-up meeting of coalition representa-
tives with the secretary of theAktate Board of Examiners
for Nursing established that this would not be reason to
disapprove a program which met ,state standards for educa-
tional content and instructional quality.

The coalition has prove of Continuing value in generating
rid testing. ideas and advancing the project's development.

The support 21.edged at the initial session convinced HD of

t e project's feasibility, and in March 1971, a draft contract
b tween NCEY and HD was prepared. 'A formal agreement wa.s signed
J ne 11 by ".the Commissioner of Health.

The agreement

(See Appendix R for the memorandum of agreement).

HD has agreed with.NCEY to'- collaborate and test alternative
requirements for, apd routes to, credential8 with these objeCt-

ives:

--Establish a system of upward mobility, shorter and more
relevant to HD and its employees than existing routes to
professional status, that will provide career progression
from PHA to PHN, with an intermediate, professional step of
JPHN, while employees remain on the HD payroll at full ,

salary.

,
,--To develop a work-study model for,t,rainingiPHA's based on

the knowledge and sktilys required to perform competently
at each level solt4et HA's can capably assume higher re-
sponsibilities and gain recogniz0 credentials.

0.



Developing the mOdel

I
JOB ANALYSIS

'To carry out its responsibility for designing the system
for upward mobility, HD has Undertaken an extensive analysis of
public health nursing tasks and jobs in four health districts
in New York City which together encompass prototypes ofall of
the programs and geographic variations served by its Bureau of
Public Health Rursing. The analysis is'being cvlducted by the
bureau's associate director assisted Py an expq.ienced consultant.
The analysis has identified the tasks performed and skflls,and
knowledge required at each nursing'level in the bureau.

A committee organized to oversee the job analysis was
.composed of supervisors; public health nurses, jnniorvpubk

. ,health nurses, senior public health assistants, licensed practical
nurses, and public health assistants in the four, districts. elected
staff:in each disttitt we e asked to maintain logs of their a tivities
in one calendar week; from this the compiled lista of tasks

e7performed.

The committee then analyzed the descriptions and prepared ."

the job analysis, including a listing 'of.skilfs, knowledge, and
training necessary to do the tasks and the- percentage of time spe4t
on each task. To date, job descriptions have been completed for
public health nurse, licensed practical nurse, senior public
health assistant, and public health assistant. The data on junior
public health nurse have teen gathered but not written up. An
analysis of the tasks performed by each title and a plan for e-
distribution of tasks .to the most appropriate leverof'personnel
remains to be coompleted by the committee and the Bureau of 'Public
Health Nursing.

The increasing diversification of heglth programs and durAnt
trends in the delivery of health care provided the motivation for
the job analysis.. The intent has double significante and value:'

1. To identify actual duties being performed by each level
of staff and the skills required to perform those duties.

2. To reallocate on the basis' cif,analysis and evaluation,,
functions which maximally utilize skills for all levels of 8.0aff.
(See Appendix S for report on job analysis.)
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Seltoting college collaborators

4 4

t We proceeded carefully in app roaching potential college >

:collaborakys. Withlthe Help aid advice of Our 'advisory Committee,
we Chose W codEentrate our efforts on selecting a unit or, units
oftUNY. There are dvantagka and disadvantages to this decision.
)

At the outset o n experimental program at CUNY, nrollees
Are likely to be tre ed as special students for whop tuition M
charged, bu,t once they earn a required minimum of credits, they
becomesmatriculated,students. Free tuition for New York City
residents matriculating at CUNY institutions * makes their selection'
'advantageoua.

CUNY's open-enrollment policy*,adopted in'.1970; has over-
texedts colleges' capacities and decreased their ability to
,support new adult programs. -Sharp cuts in city aid-state higher-
-.education budgets in the past two yeare.heve made the colleges'.
fiscal situation even worse. Outside funds must therefore he
soUght to defray the colleges' added expenses related to-the
project. Further complicating the problem of seleetingcollege
collaboratori has been the'extreme crowding of nursing schools.

We conskdered locating the entireprogram in a senior college,
bet, after discussioft with the advisory committee, decided not to

-do so. he PHA can qualify after two years of college for the
state RN exam. The nursing codtses.satisfactorily-completed at

- a CUNY commAliity,dollege entitle the student to an AAS degiee
yith criditt that the Board of Higher EducatiOn has ruled trans --

, ferable, to any CUNY ienior college. To strengthen the status of
community colleges, CUNY pOlicy'does not permit senior-college.
tursingschools to award AAS degrees (with one'dxception noted below).

. - .
. ..''

The special Hunter College 'program that prepares LPN's to
'become:WA awards only i certiionte, and there,is no assurance
that course credits can be applied tin a heccalau4ete program.A

. . -- .
1

.

Community Colleges: .
.

.

=
,The search for a community. college.tZ5 offer an associate-degree

program begen, in the, spring of 1971 and, because'ofolimitations
and probleiW facing the various schodls, consumed over k5 months.'

a h ; . 1

- 1 v ,

The first!cc;Mmunity-.eoIlege,contacted did not show enough
initial iiqexest to siar.rant f-dither consideration.

r. c
r h

7.

,

.

*Op en enrollment entitles anyone who graduates from a c.iti high
.school to enroll the-following yea'r in a, CUNY

S

,
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A aecond community, college coulkidered.becaming a cbllaborator
until,'in June 1971; the head.of its nursing department decided
that student unrest which was plaguing the.schpol, difficulties
caused by a sudden' influx of new students, and demands On.depart-T
=gut staff to strengthen existing curriculum militated against
taking on furtherlrespOnsibilities.

, .

A recommendation by the adbisory comnitte theh led to extensive
-negotiations with a new institiltion which was about to launch a
nursing, program and was the only school aUthorixed by CUNY to offer
both two-audfour-year nursing courses. The college was in the
process.of employing a nursing education director, and she was not..
in a position to respond concerning our project until November.

After,a long series of discussions and despite the college'S
interest;' negotiations were broken off for two reasons: The startof the regular.nursing program was deferred. six months on recommen-dation of state licensure officials, causing a substantial backlog
of enrolled students on the nursing waiting list, and an already
designed curriculum the faculty wanted to use exclusively for thefirst four 'Years.

Hostos Community College ultimately became the associate-degreecollaborator. Hogtps opened in 1970, with a promising Program
focusing on health careers and with similar goals to NCEY's.

Early,difficulties in working toward these goals, a change
of presidents, and nursing personnel changes prevented NCEY from
attempting negotiations with the college until November 1971. The
new president's commitment'to cooperative career education, modular
study units, flexible year-round scheduling, and individualizedstudent programming appear to enhance prospects of successful collab-drat ion.

Hostos employed.a new director of its nursing program lnJanuary 1972 and soon thereafter.compitted itself informally to
P participating in the project.. Its written commitment was obtained

two months later. Hostos is now ready to assign a-nursing faculty
member to work' on the project's curriculum design.

z.

Senior, colleges: We have approached three CUNY senior colleges and(in cage none Is available in the CUNY system) two piivate senior
colleges as possible collaborators. ,One of the two private colleges-has a bac_calaureate.program in a county branch, Westchester, and"lacks funds to open one in New York- City., The nursing departmentstaff of the other college is enthusiastic about-the project but-t

c-
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can give no commitment without the approval of its liberal arts
college administration, which controls many of the courses nursing
candidates would be required to take. Discussions leading to such
approval cannot.take place until next September.

Interest.has.been expressed at all three CUNY colleges, but
all have had problems which have prevented us from concluding
negotiations. Among these are: administrative turnover, internal
curriculum problems demandlng prior staff attention, and resistance
ou the part of some faculty members to involvement in new programs..

Hostos' new nursing department head is initiating contactswith senior colleges of the CUNY system. She is in a better
position than NCEY to lead negotiations with them.

DeveloRing the model

a/.

A Policy Committee including_ representatives of the NeW York
City Department of Health, Hostos COmunity College, a senior
college, District Council 37, NCEY, other city agencies, nursing
educators, and PHA's, will determine overall program policies and
procedures.-and will oversee implementation of the program.

' HD, Hostos, the senior college, and NCEY will jointly' develop
a curriculum for upgrading PHA's to JPBN's and PHN's. The curriculumwill be based on the required skills and knowledge and the work-
performance criteria identified in the job analysid. Academic qalia
clinical learning experiences will be sequenced and integrated;
relating the knowledge and skills to competence inpublic health
nursing at all occupational levels. The curriculum will be'modular,
relate theory to practice, and reflect the needs of botE students
and tgeEureau of Public Health Nursing. Emphasis will be-placed
on a core of knowledge and skills required of,FBN's working in
community' settings. Teaching methods and materials will avolye
from the above conderns.

The Department of Health will designate one or more'of its
health centers as special training centers for- tbispilogram. In
collaboration with the colleges, HD will desighste members of i
nursing supervisory staff as instructors to'wory in the train g
centers. These instructors will,hs given adjunct faculty status
by the colleges so-that the work site is incorporated into..the
accredited nursing program. '

.

--
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The instructors as well as PHA students will receive their.regular salaries during the life of the program -and will be given.
sufficient time by HD to participate in the entire program.

''HD will arrange for clinical_experiences required of the
students outside of its training centers, -such as in hospitals,
nursing homes, and' mental health centers. Pfmotinnal linesfor students will be reaerlfed so that'those gaining the AAS degreeand passing the RN examination will become JPHN's and JPHN's,achieving the BSN degree will:become 141IN's.

The colleges will implement the curriculum and tailor.itto meet the needs of an adult student body.- They will offer AASand BS degree programs which are articurated for maximum effectivenessand saving of time. With the assistance of consultafits, the collegeswill assess and accredit relevant public health skills, knowledgeand experience previously acquired by the students. The calegeswill administer and accredit the academic instruction and Clinical*practice at their institutions and it the clinical sited. Theywill select learning experiences that build on the students'strengths and lead to the behaviors indicatedin course objectives.

The AAS program at Hastos will prepare attidenes for aneducative role in'the maintenance and restoration of health, aswell as a therapeutic role in the cgre and' treatment of illnessand disabilities. Hostos dill provide faCilifies and equipmentfor self-paced learning including programmed instruction, independentstudy, And individualized
experiences that enable student's to progressas rapidly as they are able.. Students who successfully completethe Hostos course will be eligible -to take the state examinationfor RN.

.

ti

0 The. two -year program will prepare a first-level RN whounder.direct supervision will develop the skills to perform thefollowing flinctions:
.

<:. .,..

10 Give health guida nce to individuals 'and families in
.

.
i

homes, schodls and cliiiics.
,

2. dive and demonstrate or arrange for nursing care.

03. Instrudt patientsyparents, and teachers in the maintenanceof health,' prevention of illness, and value of immunizations.

4. PartiCipate with physicians in developing health-care plans'for patients.

'5.- Share informatian'on health matters with all other'
professtimal disciplines.
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6. Advise families on the cave of patients with communicable'
diseases and an adopting appropriate measures to prevent'
and minimize contagions.,

7. Refer patients t other community agencies and do
approgriate.fallow-up.

8. Reep,records and prepare reports.

The baccalauretteprogram (at a senior college yet to be
A.dentified) will focus on the mire technical aspects of public,
health knowledge. Those successfully completingthls phase of, the
program will be awarded a BS in nursing and will have met all' of
the requirements to practice as PHN's.

The fourryear program will prepare a fully qualified PHN
who, in addition to being able-to perform the above- mentioned
functions with greater-skills, more depth, and expertise, will
develop additional skills required to function in the expanded.
publichealth nursing role,-such as:

1: Nursing. assessment.

2. Establishing a nursing diagnosis.
vat .

. Developing a nursing-care plan with the family.

4. Collecting and analyzing data to improve the quality 9f '

care.

5; Directing patients in the use of community resources.

6. .Determining the impact and effect of external factorg
in providing guidancevand direction to families.

7. Coordinating patient care to minimize fragmentation.

8. Serving as liaison betweem_the community and the health
agency.

9. Recognizing the need for change in policies and - procedures
affecting patient care and assisting'in bringing these
changes,about!.

10. Continuing pi&tessional growth through professional 11'

affiliations.
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The program may be able to utilize the state's external-
degree program in nursing, which. is presently being developed.
State Education Department staff has indicated that some evaluativetools for an AAS degree in nursing will be ready for testing by
September'1973. This would enable those people with a state license.in practical nursing to take the RN examinatipn,'and RN's withoutacademic degrees.to obtain the AAS degree. Work will also be doneby the state on development of=an external baccalaureate degree in.nursing, but there is no way of estimating how .soon it will be
ready for use.

The availability of external degrees could give the programa good deal of flexibility and the students a variety of options,
depending on the students'Jstatus at the time these degrees comeinto use. For example, some students might take a program exclusivelythrough the external-degree system, and others might take a programcombining the'two routes. %

The program will be staffed by a coordinator responsiblefor overall program operation, counseling staff for assisting
students with personal and vocational problems; tutors to assiststudents with tool'skills and technical material, and a range ofexpert consultants for assistlance with curriculum design, test
development and selection, administration, and program assessment,and in subject areas.

Involvement of the unionigives students an additional sadvocate concerned about their status and' progress. The unionhas agreed to provide, through a special education fund, pte-programtutorial services for strengthening basil skills, including
instructors, instructional materials, and classroom space, nine hoursa week for eight weeks.

NCEY will provide management-coordination, technical assistance,
% . and monitoring and evaluation serviceig.

The model will operate in the following fashion:

Twenty PHA's employed by HD in schools and clinida will beenrolled annually fox a fl,ve -year period in an upgrading prorgram
.to prepare,them to become JPHN's and PHN's. They will be selectedby the Policy Committee using criteria established by the collabor-ating institutions. The committee will consider the PHA's motivation,

aptitude; academic level, :and work history. Interviews, tests, andrecommendations of supervisors will be used in making the finalselection.
e

of I"
tt
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Those selected, who, Will remain fully -employed by HD,
will attend an.eight-weekrientation.program designed to assess
needs, strengthen tool ski4,1s, famOiarize them with college-leve.
work and expectations, and'provide personal and vocational counseling.

Upon completion of the orientation program, those selected
will enter a combined work-atudY program for up to 24 months which
includes formal academic studit,at Hostos Community College and
accredited course work amd field p-ra0,ticums atc.aelected HD sites.

.

Advanced standing with academic *credit will be offered to
students who can demonstrate proficiency in required knowledge
and skills.

Course work at Hostos and the work sites will be based on
the curriculum developed from the job analysis, and will integrate
academic learning with clinical experiences. Hostos will provide
facilities and equipment for self-paced learning so that students
may complete their studies as rapidly as they are able.

Instructors will be drawn from existing faculty at Hostos,
new faculty to be hired, and HD clinical supervisors. The latterwill be given adjunct faculty status at Hostos. Tutoring and
counseling will be provided throughout the program as needed bythe students.

On successful completion of this phase ofthe program and
on passing the RN examination, students will be promotedby RD
to JPHN positions.

Students who choose to remain at this level will be assignedto work full-time at an HD site. Those wishing to continue
their education will move immediately into a baccalaureate programof up to 18 months at a senior college.

The basic structure of the first two years will be continuedduring the senior-college phase, building onknowledge and skills
already acquired. The curriculum will emphasize the accumulation
and development of public health knowledge and'skills and their
application in community settings.

Upon successful completion of-the senior-college phase,
students will receive a B.S. degree in nursing and be promotedby HD to PHN positions:

. Starting in the second year of the program, and for each offour yeard thereafter, ten existing'JPHN's will be enrolled 0.n .the senior- college phase of the program and prepared to become
PHN's. (These ten are in addition to those Who advance to JPHNin the course of the training program.)

61
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The.various steps in the development and funding of a '

training model are ideally taken sequentially, since success
at one stage usually depends on successful completion of an,
earlier one. The requirements of the DOL grant, however, made
it necessary to develop the model and 'seek collaborators and
funding simultaneously.

In December 1971, we contacted the National Institutes of
Health, Nursing Education Division, to determine when an
application could be submitted to fund our model. We learned that
the next submission date was Jantary 15', 1972, and that if that'
deadline was missed, we would have to wait six months. to apply

Though the model was incdmplete, several nursing educators
on the advisory committee agreed to help.us prepare a proposal.
They pointed out that we could request a six -month planning period
to complete development work before actual operttions began. A
preliminary application was completed in three weeks and hand-
delivered to NIH for pre-submission review. NTH staff's suggestions'
were incorporated into a rewrite and submitted to meet the January 15
deadline. Minor budget revisions were later requested by NIH and
submitted by us in. March. Re4tew procedures are to be completed in
June, and NCEY will be notified soon thereafter whether funds iqill
be provided.

Seeking an alternative source for start -up ,funding, we
contacted the New York Regional Office, of D'OL and learned that HD
qualifies to apply for support of the project as an Upgrade Component
of a Public Service Careers Plan A program. IID officials met with
DOL representatives and NCEY staff and asked our help in preparing
such an applica-tion.

Next steps

- ..

Identify and establish formal agretment with j senior college.

With academic collaborators and the HD, complete curriculum
devel&pment using fundings of job analysis.

Maintain contacts with State Board of Licensure.for Nursing.
"..

Maintain contacts with State Department of Education on progress'
being made in the development of external degrees in nursing.

62.
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r
If funding is approved by NIB, recruit staff, identifytraining sites, gear up for operational phase.

,
..

If funding is not approved by NIIIrewrite application for
resubmission in October`.

Maintain contacts with the DOL Regional Office for alternativefunding under the State PSC program.

..

,..

J3

A

,
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CLASSROChl TEACHER :10DEL

This model, to be operated with Community School District 9
(Bronx) and a collaborating college, will prepare the district's
classroom paraprofessionals to become certified early-childhood
teachers responsive to the distri s learning--objectives for -its pupils. Based on competencie needed to teach in Inner-city
schools, the teacher-preparation rogram will free the paraprofes-
sionals from time,-wasing cou e requirements and reduce the time
and cost of preparing them as a credited teachers. This will give
the district more, better-trained, accredited teachers from the
predominantly minority community. The model follows New York
State Education Department guidelines for "trial projects" leadingto alternative, competency-based teaching credentials.

This five-year trial 'project will annually enroll 30 para=-
professionals employed in the district's early childhood class-rooms. To meet the immediate needs of the district, the first7yeArenrollees will be paraprofessionals advanced in academic credits
and demonstrated classroom competency. ?!ithout waiting for .

complftion of the new teacher-education design, the collaborattng
college will enroll them in an existing baccalaureate-degree
program adapted for their educational.needs and utilizing newdesign as feasible. The program is expected to halve the time
they will need to become certified teachers.

After the first year, enrollees will be a mix of paraprofes-sionalS at various steps on the career ladder who-will be preparedfor a baccalaureate degree and teacher- certification in the new
competency-based model. Two selected schools of the districtwill serve as laboratories. Early-Cilildhood teachers in these
schools, as adjunct college teacher-training faculty, will help
design and provide college-accredited "hands-on'', training in the
classroom, as part of the college Curriculum.

A "Parity Board" to set polity for the design and operationof the program will include representation from the school district;its teachers, student teachers (paraprofesaionals),.and community;
the collaborating college and NCEY. The Parity Board will define
pupil learning objectives and then identify teacher behaviors andcompetencies for meeting hese. The curriculum' will, be designed

. to develop ktowle'ge, ski ls, and unders.tandings needed to meet
performance standards. I will use existing assessment measures
and'new ones for continui " assessment of students and for advancedstanding and exemption fr m required courses.

64r. A
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Each entering proup of -student-teachers will begin trainingin a college-accredited workshop including the program's college
and District 9 teacher-training faculty. "orkshop participantswill work as peers in developing and refining the model. After
three years of trial, it is anticipated that the model will be
incorporated in the college's regular teacher-education program.

The need

Teaching is the largest human- service profes,sion. According
to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2,170,000 elementary andsecondary teachers were employed nationally in 1970.

The Occupational Outlook-Handbook (1970) estimated a needfor 56,300 new teachers each year to 1980 but said the supply mayexceed openin7s if present enrollment projections and trends innumbers of newly trained teachers continues. "bile the general
supply-demand situation was unclear in 1970, there were severe
shortages of teachers with special competencies in a number of

,...--areas, including early childhood, education, special educatioN,
and bilingual education.

A critical problem is the recruitment of teachers for' low-
income, predominantly minority schooldistricts in large cities,
particularly New York., The city's low-income areas needed 6,750
new teachers annually as of 1970--more than 12 percent of the
entire mational need projected by BLS, though the city,has but'3 per Cent of the nation's population.

The_Egraprofessionals to by upgraded

Classroom paraprofessionals have been recruited from the
poverty neighborhoods, employed largely through funds provided /
under Title I of the Federal Elementary ani'Secondary Education,Act (ESEA) for assistance to schools in low-income areas. ,

School boards and administrators and parents in these areas'have increasingly been demanding teaGbers from their own Communitieswho understand the life-styles-4f 'the residents and, education-al problems, who want to teach in inner-city schools an4 are
prepared to cope with students' learning problems. In 1970, 38per cent of all New York City, public school students were white,34 per cent black', and 26 per cent Spanish-surnamed. Data are
not available on .the ethnic distribution of teachers for 1970,
but a newspaper article reported the distribution in 1972 as, being
8 per cent black and 1.3 per cent Spanish-surnamed. It is highly
unlikely that the representation of minority teachersf7as higher
in 1970.
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Paraprofessionals have demonstrated their capability,,
knowledge of the problems faced by teachers, and desire to
work in inner-city schoo s. But their opportunities to train
as certified teachers" re limited. Neither courses nor certi-
fication requiremen are designed for mature adults employed inschool settings ittle or no provision is made for assessingwhat they alreadrknow or for differentiating their educational.

,needs from those of young high=school graduates.

New York City's Career Opportunity Program for paraprofes-
sionals has innovated course strmctures but not changed credentialrequirements. Career-ladder proGisions in union co.ntracts*
represented important gains butidid not eliminate several serious
drawbacks in the ,BbardoftEducation's promotional practice's:t

--Advancement o certiQied teacher depended on completion
of traditiona academic courses, with little credit for

, work experience / _,

--,,,

--It takes eight years or more to earn the degree under the
Board of Education's contract with the City University of
New York (CUNV) to pay for up to 15 credits per year for
paraprofessionals i;n part-time study toward the 128 needed
for a baccalaureate degree.

'resent requirements

Provisional certificates for early childhood teachers, validfor five years, require a baccalaureate,degree including 24
semester hours of professional study,.six of phich are in'the
teaching of reading, and a college-supervised teaching experience,or one yearof full7time paid teaching experience at the level
for which certification is sought, and the recommendation o'f the
employing school district administrator.

For permanent certification a master's degree is required in
teaching service or related fields, or 30 maduate semester hoursof study distributed among theThiberal arts, the social and
behavioral sciences, and professional'study in education. This
includes one year of stodent-teaching or of paid, full-time teaching
experience undenconditio?tv-as,specified for' provisional certificates.

Feasibility of changing requirements. and routes to credentials

Before selectinc' teaching, NCEY explored the climate for
changing the content,and requirements for teaching credentials at
the national, state, and local levels.

*ith the United Federation of Teachers (UFT), bargaining agency for
Classroom paraprofessionals, and District Counci1.37, American
Federation of State, County, and :runicipal Employees ,(AFSCME); re-
preeenting family workers and other non7classroom auxiliary iersonnel.
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At the U.S. Office of :Education, Staff administering the
Education Professionals Development Act informed us that USOE
has stimulated efforts in a number of universities ati.d state
education.departments to,work toward changes in. training content
and, credentials. These include studies on performance criteria
for teacher training and certification.

At the state level, we learned that the teaching credential
was being reexamined. The state was preparing to invite, ten
local coalitions (each including a school district, teacher-.
training institution, teacher representatives, and student
teachers) to develop "trial projects' leading to altel-native,
competency-based credentials. Such a project would be ideally
tailored for NCEY's objectives if ,sae could bring together af
school district and a.colleoe ready to work within its framework.
Unfortdnately, we were not able to assemble a trial project in
timeto be selected as one of the ten. But .the fact that ours
was the only plan for a project to train paraprofessionals to
becole teachers greatly interested certification officials,

- and NCEY has been assured that it can proceed to launch a
demonstration which follows trial-project guidelines with the
full cooperation of and staff assistance from the State Bureau
of Teacher Education and Certification.

At the local level, it became possible, as our project
began, to develop alternatives for New 'York City teachers
without a frontal attach on local liensure procedures. The
New York City school system vas decentrlized into 33 school
-districts under legislapion enacted as of July 1970. This
legislation also eliminated special city licensure-for teachers
in low-achievement.chools. Previously, all city pbublic-school

. teachers had to pass examinations given by the City Board of
Examiners.* The new law permits codtunity school 'boa trds to hire
any state-certified teacher for schools with average reading, .

-,scores two or more years below the national norm: About 40
-per cent of all elementary and junior -high schools in the city
(a total of 313) were in this category in 1970. In some districts
all schools were.

Selecting an emnlover-collaborator

Finding an employer-collabbrator was greatly compliCated
by the fact that the proceis began in the year school decentrali-
zation started. UCEY had to decide early,whether to seek the
central board of education or a community school district as'a
collaborator.' opted fo the latter, with the chance that ,.
central board approval min also be needed eventually, for

three reasons:

*In addition to meeting prerequisites essentially the same as thestate's certification requitements, teachers licensed by theNew York City Board of Examiners must pass written, oral'andphysical examinations
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--Community et,hool boards control allocation of funds
for hiring paeaprOfessionals, determine hiring practices,
and make school staff appointments.

--Local licensure could be avoided by working with districts
whose schools were exempt fro it.

--State trial projects required community involliement,
which is possible only at the school district level.

The fledgling districts needed time to pull themselves
together administratively and politically, however; before'they
could consider collaboration with NCEY and meet resulting commit-
ments.

By' the end'of.,1970 various .sources had 'recommended three
districts for their interest in innovation. One proved to be a
middle-,class Queens disttict not appropriate...for the (project.
Its teacher turnover rate was low, and only two of it's 21 schools
met the criteria for hiringOutside of city licensure. A
:fanhattan district included a substantial low-income area, and
its key staff expressed considerable interest in working with
NCEY. But negotiations fell through after several weeks because
of many othet higher'- priority demands on the district.

4

One district in, Brooklyn had been looking on i

(

s-,own for
ways to speed teacher preparation for paraprofesio als. Dis-
cussions there began in December 1970. By the following April,
NCEY had a verbal commitment for collaboration from i.ts:
superintendent. For nine months we worked with district
representativ.es on model development, college collaboration, and
funding an operational program. But in January 1972 we had to
sever relations with t district because we could not get the
quality and quantity of cooperation needed to make this pr4grsm
succeed. ,

NCEy staff subsequently considered collaboration with.
,..seven othe-r districts. Some proved unsuitable becausefof

politioal'end other internal tensions:, Others were uninlere4-taA
because they felt no need or desire to hire teachers wit.' state

- -certification in lieu of city licenses.

District 9, in the. Bronx, was finally chosen because of its
receptivity to carrying forward MCEY's project, arts record of --7------

,/----innovative Approaches, and its reputation for action in line
with i'ts convictions. Before signing an agreement, we consulted
state certification officie).6and were encouraged to follow
through on our plans with District 9, using the trial-project
guidelines..,

'1
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District 9, covering the Morrj.sania, Concourse, University
Heights, and Hizhbridge areas, is a designated poverty school

.disr4ct. All of its 25 schools receive ESEA Title I funds.,
The student population of 16,000 is' 45.3 per cent black, 42.9
per cent Puerto Rican, and 3.0 per cent other Spanish-speaking.
The district, one of the city's fastest growing in pupil
populatiOn, has about 1,900:teaches and 600 paraprofessionals.

',COLLEGE COLLABORATOR FO,RTHE BROOKIY11 SCHOOL DISTRICT
.

"hile-negotiationd-were in progress with the Brooklyn
district; we held-discussions with eight colleges. At one,'
considerable interest was shown by administrators of the
education school but little by liberal-arts admanistrators -wha
controlled degree requirements. 'Another appeared unready to
change4ts accrediting methods to'include assessment of '.:nowledge,
gained outside conventional courses. It continued to require
128 credits or transfer credits from recognized idstitutione
for the baccalaureete degree. A.third, located out of town, said
it would gladly corisult in' the development Of a teacher- education
model and cooperate with- a_Joca,Li,nstitution in program operation
bdt could not afford to initiate-'an independent prtgram in
New York City.

A fourth dollege offered to include project e'nealleea in
teathr-education Courses then available but said furthef
changes would be,too costlytto plan and operate. A fifth showed .

much interest in _working toward a flexible teacher - education
curriculum and examined the trial7projec guidelines. c But Its

\-
reservations about thg academic bacfcgroun a of the students led
the tallee to.auggeee' that the paraprofes onals underko - ''

community college training before-enrolling, a requirement that
NCEY considered an underestimation of the students' capacities
anicir. indication of unreadiness to change teaching; approaches
for tl*se students. A aikth considered collaboration with
NCEY but decided that its education pro7ram was insufficiently
staffe'd., Promising; 'contacts had begun with two-Brooklyd,
calleggs when relations with the Brooklyn school district were,
-severed.

,

/ ' ,...1).

UNTON INVOLVEMENT.

The United Federation of Teachers, which represents both'
classroom teachers knd classroom paraprofessionals, has bean '

keift informed of our actions its advice has been sought
concerning specific planning.,

.

.2
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Collaboration with comrftnitv SChool district 49

The agreement:

A' formal agteement uas signed by the district superintendent
March 31, 172 (see App'indix

The district agreed to help develop and apply*the basic
Model, use selected district schools as the demonstration
laboratory,'assign district teachers to the instructional team
under thecollaborating college's supervision., pay the enrollees
their full salaries during training, promote project graduates
to teaching positiOns, and cooperate with F.CEY in efforts to
.obtain additional funds for an operational demonstraxioq.

NCEY agreed to take respongbility for obtaining, with the
district's assistance, a 'college collaborator ar collaborators,
supply consultant heap to the district, take major responsibility
for obtaining operational funds, and provide technical assistance
sand program evaluation when the-project was operational.
Consultant aid-would include preparing materials for the policy
board, arranging orientation workshops, and analyzing the
district's teaching objectives and' priorities.

Utilizing the basicconcept outlined in NCEY's previous
work with the Brooklyn district, we collaborated with District 9
in developing the model for.a t ial.project in teacher, preparation.

The objectives of the mod ' trial project are:

A. To improve the academieachievevent of pupils in the -

district's early childhood classes by designing and implementing
a teacher-prewstion program responsive-to the district's Jdarn-
ing objectives for its.pupils.

B. To open to parapro ssionals, employed in.District 9'
classrooms an alternative r -u e to certification as fully
qualified teachers which is realistic, shorter and more
economical than presently available teacher training pr rams,
and will produce teachers with the knOwledge, skills, sensitivity.

-.and understanding needed to.ichieve specified pupil learning
objectives.

.

C. To meet the public-education need and aspirations of
the community by regularly channeling: its input intodelining
program gbals, developing the teacher-education model, guiding
its operation, and assessing its results.

C0
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D, To use a partnership of the comitunity,khe schdol
.

district, the teachers of the district, the studemt-teachers,:
a college, and NCEY to'design, implemento and assess the model
trial project in'early childhodd education; to establish es a
permanent feature of the new teacher preparation d'esign.a
parity board.of the partnersas the governing body of this
project.

E. To develop and test A replicable teacher-preparation
model in line with the current movement toward performance
competency, as the basis for certification. ,

F. This is a live-year trial project designed to meet the
immediate and long-term needs di District 9 by enrolling five
successive groups of 36 paraprofessionals per year (Croups I-V).

;41..

To meet the district's long-term needs, a model program
to prepare early childhood teachers will be designed and
offered, beginning in'Year 2 of the projeet, to paraprofessionals
employed in the district's early- childhood education. classrooms.

"In Years 2 through 5, the 30 enrollees per year.(Groups II. to V)
will be a mix of paraprofessibnals at variout levels of experience
and study directly related to teacher preparation., The program
will enable ehe students to earn 32 credits per 11-month year;

To meet the immediate needs of the district, in the first
year a group of 30 paraprofessionals from its early-childhood
classrooms will be'selected who have already completed substantial
academib requirements,anChave demonstrated considerable '
competence in the classroom (enrollee Group I). At_ the current
pace of existing careei, ladder progtams, these paraprofessionals
would require two to fout years offdrther study.

Uithout waiting for completion of the new teacher-preparation
design, they will immediately be enrolled in an existing bacCa-
laureate prog-.am leading to teacher certification, adapted to
meet their special educational needs, with whatever newly-develop-
ed proceduves and tFchniques can be introduced. They will
progress. toward the degree as rapidly as they are able
(probably in one calendar year for some, -up to two for others).
Those who attain certification one year Will continue 4.1
the program as graduate students to further improve competencids
to be emphasized in the new teacher- training'model.

Essential features of the model are:
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--Establishment of a Parity Board to set policy for
the program and include .representation from the
communi&y, the' school district, its teachers. and
student teacheri-(paraprofessienals), the collabora-.

ting college, and the. coordinating agency (NCEY).

--finition by the Parity hoard of puoil-learcIng
objectives for the early-childhood classes in the ,

d'l'trict, and identification of those teacher behaviors
and competencies whicki appear to insure the realization
of these selected learning goals.

--The-design and implementation of a corlpetency-based
teacher-preparation model, utilizing a curriculum n'eared
to developnent of Ithowledge, skills and understandings,
required to meet performance standards. ,

--The designation and training of 15 district classioom
teachers as adjunct collige faculty to provide "hands-on'
teachei training, experience for the paraprofeSsURal
student-teachers. The. classroom teacher-trainers are to
receive compensation as well as .graduate credit for their

-development of skills in teacher training.

-- Selection' of two schools of the district to serve as a
laboratory in which the student- teachers and teacher-
trainers will'function in classroom settings.'

--ThT continuous assgssmen of student-teachers'-proficiency
through the use of existing assessment tools, techniques
and procedures and the development of new ones which
offer performance cr1eria for academic subjects and the
professional sequence. The use of existing assessment
,tools and neil ones as they are develwned to offer exemption
from specified cOurse'requirements.

Stems to eesiqn the trial, nroiect

1. Deyelo:, learning goals for children:.

a. Teachers, aistrict representatives, parents,community
representatiVes and students offer experience-based
views.

'4/

b. Consultants nrepare a corking paper based,on vipw
expressed in,(a).

c. Coller,e resource personnel, -district representatives'
and NCEv su.amarize'options available.

d. ?arity Board reaches consensus on specific learninR

f4`-;41
.g..,ittf 1

goals.

1'14)
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2. Identification of teacher comgetencies:

a. Study of Child Development Associate model develqped
by-Office of Child DevelOpment, work of CUNY Competency
Committee inEarly Childhood Education, University of
Florida mod6.1, and others. (See Appendix W, Bibliography
of 'reacher Behavior and Competency Studies.)

b. Observe and analyze classroom activities and.behaviors
in District 9 and ersewhere, modifying and applying.in-
straments developed by NCEY from'OCD model (See Appendix X.)

c. Hold workshop for classroom teachers., s,tadent-teachers
(paraprofessionals), parity board representatives and
college faculty to 1pegin to identify the competencies re-
lated to District 9 pupil objectives.

d. Parity Board discusses and reaches consensus on
teacher competencies.

e. College personnel prepare a list of competencies to
be operationalized in teacher-behavior terms.

3. Asiessment of teacher competencies:

a. College personnel prepare proposed assessment
techniques and instruments.

b. Parity Board:rewises, modifies, and adopts assessment
procedures.

4. Design of new teacher preparation'curriculum;

a. District personnel, teachers and students, College
personnel and NCEY staff, collaborate in fashioning new
design.

b. College personnel prepare written form of new design,
subject to approval by Parity Board.

Implementing the model

The PArity Board's role: The Parity Board will continue to
set polioy, will review endapprove the new model and subseexient
modifications and be,responsible for ongoing assessment of the
process and product of the trial-project..

,t

Workshops: Operationrs will begin in fall of 1972 with a workshop ,

involving, the 30 Gioup I student-teachers, and District 9 class-
room teathers designated as teacher-trainers.

/-
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and the college faculty aSiign-44 to the pr'oject. The workshop's
purposes will be-to help paYticipants-.establish working relaLien-

,. ships, initiate training. for'teache.r-trainers and paraprofes-
sional student-teachers; and'hegin work on identifying teacher
competencies for realization of pupil-leaining dbjecti-es.
College, faculty, District 9 teacher- trainers, and student, -

teachers will participate as peers under the puiaance of workshop
leadert. Participating student- ,teachers Till xeceive,six
college credits for attending, this workshop and subsequent ones.
The 45-'hour T:orkshop will pre6are faculty and students Lor,
their roles In a full 'teacher education programs for these
stUde'nts beginning in February 1973.

A summer workshofl will take place as each subsequent group
of'student-teachers enters the program, through the summer of

,

/975. In addition to faculty and entering students, -these work-
shops will include already enrolled student-teachers or graduaies
of,the program. "orkshon members will participate in developing,,
refining or evaluating the new model.

-"(Colleg'e's role: During Year 1, the college faculty in collabora,--
tion with the other partners will have responsibility for opera-
ting a college-accredited program to meet the project's short tev-
goals while developin' the r.iodelfor its long-term coals. To
meet the short -term geals, the college faculty will supervise'
the on-the-job'training", coordinate the OJT experiences with
college courses, assess and give college credit toward the
baccalaureate degree for prefes54onal performance and proficiency
and knowledge in,aca-aethic -areas, \select appropriate existing
assessment measures, and begin---t-etry out net', ones.

To meet the lona-term goals, the college will develop and
use a curriculum to' meet the specifications outlined by the
.Parity Board; develop and use new assessment tools, 'techniques,
and procedures that will measure students' performance, pro-
ficiency,'and kirowledge; establish procedures'for evaluating
the effeciyeness of the model'and its effect on pupil learning;
and process the rvev curriculut through college channels for

.approval.

CurriculuM refinement will continue throughout the fiveL-yeart'ial' Iroject.
. .

District
I

9's Role,

Two schools, iwte district will be selected as laboratories
for conducting "handb.-on" teacher training in early childhood

.

classrooms. Teacher-trainers from the district ',ill, be early-
childhood teachers in these schools, and ,the student-teachers
,wfll be assigned,othem for college - accredited on=the-job
-trainin-. The teacher-trainers will provide practical learning
experiences for the teachers and cooperate with college 'faculty
in coordinating. practicum with didactic learning.
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'Teacter-trainers will be adjunct.faculty of the college
Id will participate with Other college faculty in planning,
refining, and using the teacher-preparation curriculum.

District 9 will arrange schedules of teacher-trainers and
student-teachers for full participation in the program and
will retain bOth.on full salary throughout the training.

NCEY's Role:' An

j

Throughout the five-year model trial 'project, NCEY will.:
continue technical,assistance and external audit of the program.

Schedule for developing and testinc' the new model trial project

. Selection of the teacher-competencies to be emphasiied
in the new model will begin in the fall of Year 1 workshop.
The new model is to be developed by May of Year 1 and submitted ,

to the Parity- Board for review, modification, and approval.
It will then go through college channels for approval.

The initial year of field trial for the new model begins
with Group II student-teachers in the summer, one workshop at the
end of Year I and continues throughout Year 2. In of'Year 2,

-4orevision of the mod01 will be proposed to the Parity Board.
Those approved will then be submitted to college -atthorities foi
approval. '

It.will be further tested and revised in Year 3. After
that, it is anticipated that the-new design will be incorporated
into the college's regular.teacher-preparation program.

afuation

A management information systt-ia,i:;Mbe establiihed to
provide Continuous data on student prOg,i0S,and,pterrelation
ships of program.compoments, to deterM141020countabili,ty for
each aspect of the program, and to provdde "a basis for program
evaluation.'

Ongoing data collection will facilitate formative
evaluation:

a. Videotape samples will ,ke used for self-guided analysis
by paraprofessional.student teach'eTs.:and the teacher-trainers.

b. Competency ass ssment da,ta, collected by the partners,
will periodically be ma 'e available to the Parity Board to
gauge pace and direct of the new teacher-prepration curriculum.

14
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c. Pupil progress to-Yard learning goals 1:j11' be assessed.

d. Continuous redesign will reflect the accumulated
experience and knowledge of.the partners, as the field trial
is run.

A brief preliminary evaluation will follow_one semester
of the field trial, with Parity Board decisions on revision
needs. A full-scale evaluation will occur at the end of Year 2,
after one calendar year of field trial of the new model.
Evaluation institutes will take place in the summers following

--/Years 3 and 4. Final evaluation and report rill be completed
at the end of Year 5.

Selecting a college collaborator

Vork.had to begin anew in April 1972 to find a college
t,eographically and educationally able to meet the teacher-
preparation need,s of District 9 paraprofessionals. "e have
sought out colleges of the City University system because the
Board of Education-CUNY contract can be applied to pay for
up to 15 of the project enrollees' credits per year.

City College has reacted favorably but probably cannot
provide staff before the spring af 1973. The most pos.ttive
response has come from Bernard M. Baruch College, whose edUcatio-1
department has developed a related teacher-training program for-
.paraprofessionals this year. The chairman of its education
department and coordinator of early childhood programshave worked

A actively with ::CEY and Ditrict 9 to develop specifics for a
collaborative ageement.

FunCing

Interest in .pupporting the project costs has been expressed
by both local sources And the Ford Foundation.

Local sources include the.provision in the Board of
Education-CUNY contract for payment for up to'15 undergraduate
credits per year and Federal teacher- training funds channeled
to the city to pay for summer workshops. Othe,r sources must
fund undergraduate instruction coveri'np another 10-15' credits
per year per student. The amount of money needed is subject to
negoti-ation with the college. College administrators have
suggested in recent discussions that this cost may be higher
than we have anticipated--perhaps up to an additional $70,000
per year to provide the individualized program and student
supports for 31 enrolleesr

Sdpport was first solicited from the Ford 7oundation in
August 1971. Ford's interest is contingent on the project's
offering training that produces innovative, untraditional

. teaching apprtikachOt and dOes not duplicate efforts that Federal
funds could support. In that event, Ford would contider payinq
for the costs of developing and testing a new role ror the,
teacLer-trainer and t'h'e 51evelopment and i-nplamentption of an

rfo

I
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innovative curriculum.

"e have not been able to determine what funds will
be directly available from USOE, which is currently redirecting
its resources. Most of USOE's discretionary funds (those not
allocated by formal grants to states and Cities) will
apparently go to districts designated as "educational renewal
sites." This may be a source,of revenue fof our project,
since District 9 is one of three New York City school
districts- nominated by the state for this designation. But
it is not yet known how many nominees USOE will desirmate as
ERSs,'what funds they will get, or when.

At the Manpower Division of the Officeof. Economic
Opportunity, we have established that the upgrading of public
service paraprofessionals from poverty backgrounds is an area

. of special interest. will follow this lead with a written
proposal.

I

,f

g

e are exploring other resources through the State
'Education Department and the applicability of Public Service
Careers fundt from the regional office of the U.S. Department
of Labor.

Next ste7Ds

;,Complete a collaborative agreement with a college.

I

Locate f.nds for operating the project.

Complete plans for th1e first-year pro'ram.

o

4,

7 7

4
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CHILD DEVELOPFENT CARE 170R1:ER MODEL

The model for child development teachers being designed in
collaboration with the New York City Agency for Child Develop-
ment (ACD),is significant in a field expanding so rapidly that
both the quality of child care and the flexibility necessary for
obtaining staff are at issue. It can strongly affect staffing
patterns and requirements, particularly since ACD will be deter-
mining staffing and standards for all pre-school services in
New York City outside the Board of Education and will be re8pon-
sible for the employment of very large numbers of personnel, and
whatever precedents it sets will have far-reaching influelfe
throughout the country,.

We were quickly able to establish a vast need for workers
and a specific role for the NCEY project in helping formulate
more rational staffing patterns and credentialing methods. But
the usual lag between growing need and the creation of new insti-
tutional forms has slowed our Race in cementing collaboration
with ACD, an appropriate college child-care program, and indivi-
dualcenters to become testing grounds for a protect.

With consultant help we have produced and done preliminary
'pee-tests of task-analysis materials with grea't potential value

or:

-Specifying the role of the Child Development Associate,
new job title proposed by the Federal Office of Child

' Development (OCD) within staffing patterns of operating
centers, and

-Defining and assessing the competencies to be acquired by
workers training to become CDA's and required for further
advancement.

The model being developed for this field has several major
objectives:

1. To clarify the functions of child-development-care
staff at various levels and define .competencies needed for
accomplishing child-development objectives.

2. To develop staffing patterns flexible enough to enable
community groups to staff their centers with personnel who in
their opinion best meet the needs of the children concerned.

3. To develop, a curriculum for child-development-care
workers that provides a balance between experience in working with
children and didactic education and training.

8
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4. To develop instruments that ai1,1 determine competence and
skill levels of cliild-development-carecenter staffs for placement,
accreditation, and. advancement.

/

___--- ..--

5. To open career opportunities for the paraprofessionals by
enabling child-development-care-workersro obtain credentials.
within the structure of an associate degree and to have the option
of going on to attain a baccalaureate degree in an articulated
prOgram. :

- The need
_.-----

The greatly expanded demand for day-care programs for pre-
school children-stems from many sources--large and increasing
numbers of mothers in the labor market, President Nixon's pro-
posed Family Assistance Plan, and other moves to employ women
Welfare recipients, day-care legislation before Congress, welfare
mothers' organizations, the Women's Liberation movement, unions,
industrial firms, and others.

Many kinds- of child-care centers have mushroomed: Community-
organized and staffed ghetto operations, Head Start centers, Board
of Education-sponsored programs, and even a national firm pro-
moting day-care franchises in middle and high-income housing.

The Senate Labor and Public Works. Committee has reported that
more than 5 million pre-school children need full or part-time
day-care services while their mothers are away -from home, yet there
are fewer than 700,000 spaces in licensed day-care programs to
serve them.

Outlays of as much as $10 billion annually for child care by
1980 were proposed at the l970 White HoUse Conference on Children.
The growing attention. accorded the needs of workihg mothers by
both public and private agencies and organizations leaves no doubt
that increasingly large suns will be.sp on such programs in the
next few years.

The need for personnel is immense. 'A potential nati'3 Al need
fdr over 400,000 professionals and 500,000 parapro /essionals,
assuming optimal growth, has been estimated by Jule Sugarman,
former Head Start director and now Commissioner of the New York
City Human' Resources Administration (HRA). He reports that only
5,000 college graduates enter the field each year and 10,000 pre-
professionals are now trained annually. Expansion of existing
college facilities can yield no more tHan a 10 percent annual
increase in graduates. At that rate it would take over 25 years
to meet the demand for graduates fully, with'little capability to
train the pre-professionals needed.

7 9
..,
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In New York City, child care is expanding rapidly. Besides
Board of Education-sponsored programs, there were in 1971 between
150 and 200 Department of Social Service day-Care centers, 122
Head Start centers, and about 1,000 homes usad.for family day
care. A plan adopted in 1971 to double child-care services in a
year was backed by a doubled budget allocation for child care

,while most other human services were being cut back.

A number of new community-day-care centers is ,meeting mrt-hers'
demands for both custodial care and iffproved pre- and after-school
educational experiences. Sixteen new child-care programs had bean
funded by HRA as of 1971 and about 20 applicati,oris were pending.

The kind and quality of care to be provided- is_a major issue,
locally and nationally. A key queStion in resolving it is the
extent to w12:ich the daily experiendes Jgiken children by child-
care staff enhance their healthy groWth and development.*

Present requirements

The!official credential 'for day care (child - development)
teachers, 0.n New York State is an Early Childhood Education Certi-
ficate LsAued by.the State Education Department. The Early ghild-

hood Eduration credential was designed for the public schdbls,
where cdOitive skills and formal classroom structure have been
emphasized far more than child development cr less structured
activities more suitable for pre-school programs.

In New York City, Board of Education-sponsored programs must
be staffed by teachers licensed by the school system's Board of
Ex:4miners. In other centers, staffing requirements include
several alternatives in recognition of the personnel shortage.
The City Health Code requires teache'rs in all other child-care:'
programs to have Board of,Educaion licensing or state certi.fi-

, cation or eligibility for state cetification.or cert fication by,
an agency issuing the e0ivalent of asate certific te. If no
teacher can be founa who meets- any pl 'these alternatives, the
code permits hiring of a person who has a plan f.dr a quiring a.
B.A. in a "reasonable" time. A center must have at east one
teacher who fulfills the aboVe requirements.

4
,Evidence of readiness for change in the field

Paraprofdssional Child Development Care Workers -

Strong impetus for day, care hag come from Federally funded

*,Evidencing their concern over this question, local and Federal
officals have adopted the term "ch'ild-development care" in
place of "day care." or "child care."'

6 it
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poverty programs under 0E0 (e.g., Head Start and other community
action programs), staffed largely by community paraprofessionals.
Communyties on whose initiative day-care services' were established,
despite municipal inertia and extremely rigid'health codes, want
to retain local control and to continue to employ &mmunity staff.
By now, many of these staff have relevant experience that is not
part of the preparation of credentialed teachers. A new kind.of-I''
training and,credentialing is needed that insures quality of care.
for,Ohildren without irrelevant requirements.

Child' Care Associate

The Federal OCD, created by Congress in 1970, is responsible
for a concerted national effort to upgrade quality while encour-
aging expansion of child-development services. The Child Develop-
ment Associate concept delineated for OCD by child-development
experts bases the worker's credential not on courses taken or units
acquired but,on demonstrated competency to assume primary respon-
sibility for the education and development of a group of young
children. The CDA project will promote the training and creden-
tialingsystem based on this concept for persons already working
with pre-school children and those planning to enter the field.

` OCD is hopeful the project will legitimatize on-the-job training
for child-development staff and encourage existing programs to
cOnvert to competency -based training. The academic component of
CDA training is.being proposed at the two-year (community college)
rather than the fOur-year college level.

.00D describes the Child Development Associate as a competent
professional person who is knowledgeable about pre - school children,
can provide valuable experiences for em, and is capable of taking
responsibility for the daily activities of a group of young chil-
dren in day-care,.Head Start, and paren penters, private
nursery schools, and other pre-school programs.

The CDA is not expected to work in isolation. Traditionally,
programs for young children have differential staffing including
paraprofess'ional aides and teacher'supervisors. Every effort must
be made to continue to plan for differential staffing.

0Cd's delineation, of the CDA's professional role is, based on
tlie assumption that she/he will:

--Have available and be in close contact with more trained
and experienced staff members '(e.g., a master teacher) to
provide personal and professional support;

--not have direct responsibility for the extended a,etivities .

of the educational service; and

81
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-- have-the assistance of a paraprofessional aide of staff
helper.'

Creation of the Agency for Child Development

As of 1970, New York City decided, on the recommendation of
a broadly, based Task Force on Child Development, to establish a
centralized Agency for Child Development under HRA, with respon-
sibilities for funding and setting standards for staffing, train-
ing, and programming fat all child-care centers except those under
the Board of Education. ACD's goal is to'foster quality care, by
competent ,staff while allowing wide latitude in the staffing- of
c.enteris to reflect corn unity needs. Therefore, the staffing of
eenteis and the training of workers is undergoing thorough re-
exar$nation.

Reaching Agreement with ACJ;

In conferences in the Fall of 1970 involving NCEY staff, the
HRA commissioner, and the chairmen of the Task Force and its 4ub-
committee on training and new careers, all suggested a significant

, _role for the NCEY project in helping ACD. The agency needed help
particularly with the difficult problem of constructing training
models that would provide quality and flexibility and could lead
to recognizable, transferable credentials for child-care staff.

From expression of interest t..o official agreementto'"Colla-
borate took until September 1971 because of the protracted pro-

,

cess needed to set ACD in motion: ApPOintment of a commissioner
(January 1971), completion of poli-cy recommendation by the Training
and New Careers subcommittee (due in January, finished in May
1971), and City Council action to establish ACD (July 1971). The
collaborative agreement, first disetssed with Commissioner Geotgia
McMurray in January, was signed September 17, 1971.-

The agreement

ACD agreed to use its Child Development CommissiOn,'parents,
board, and center staffs to develop:

--Staffing.patterns for d seleted sample of its centers,
based on analysis and definition of optimal functions of
staff to meet the centers' goals;

--Specification of skills and knowledge required for job
performance at increasing levels_of competence and
responsibility; to form the basis of training;

82.
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--objective methods of-assessingsjob gerformance; and

--A systeM of upwatd mobility.designed to enable,paiapro-,
fessionals to assume higher levels of responsibility and
gain credentials with the greatest possible economy of
time and money.

A sqniox member.f ACD's central ajtinisteative staff was assigned
spon'sibility for carrying out its commitment to the project and

as, liaison with' NCEY.

(11
,,"NCEY agreed to design atraiming model emphasizing on- he-job

' training, tredit for previously gained knowledge and skills, and
innovative 'academic curricula and training metho'ds, and to involve
an academic collaborae(sT and state authorities responsible for
licensing, accreditatiTn, college proficiency examinations and ex -.
ternal degrees.

Developing the model .

tit

Task .Analysis

One of NCEY 's,consultants is an eanly childhood educator who-
had a major role in developing the.CDA concept; another is a per-
sonnel expert with considerable experience in job-analysis,

, training and measurement of competence. They have developed a
task-anafysiS guide which will be used to determine worker com-
petencies development programs. Trained interviewer-
observers will use the guide,in cooperating centers to collect4
dataon tasks performed by all personne.l working directly with'
children and_persons supervpising..these workers.' These data will
be analyzed to determine who does what, ,6o structure and classify
jobs, to ,identify' levels of competently' and to deyplop training
programs foi improving "pgrformance arAlfor advancement.

Each job will be defined in terms of major' functions (for
ev ample, provide for physiql safety, health andcoMfort of the
child), the asks of which these, functions are comprised and the
activities irfflolved in carrying out each task. The skills, know:-

4
lelege,.abillties, and decision-m'aking* employed at each job levyl
101r each activity, task"and function will be measured. ,us :fig this

agproachwe woill determine the ninimum quaTlfications necessAFy
to perform a given job ,satisfactorily and the training needed by
workers to reach these levels.

4 .

* The SKAD system' is being used: Skills to performoan
knowledge an,d understandihg to perform tasks, ability to
out the tasks,:and*discre,,tionary (decision.-making) demands of
the.job. ,

,T
J,
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the consultants developed this instrument (Appendix X ) after
analysis of the CDA competency report prepared for OCD, and k field
trial of the task analysis appdroach at a child deVelopment care
center. Three interviewer-observers'. are being trained. We will
be ready to conduct the task analysis at cooperating centers as
soon as the centers have been selected.(...

Selection of Centers

The size of ,group centers varies'gi'eetly. some'Arve as Pew
as 15 children. Newer ones tend-eo be larger, some accepting as
many_as 250. Some censters,serve infants under age two; some serve
o-nly pre-school childrgn (3 to b); some have. infant and pre-school
programs, and others also have after- school programs for school-
age children.

Programs vary from extreme informality to a high degree of
structure and in staffing, from an egalitarian approach' (staff of
one :.-enter visited were all paid the'same, rate regardless 'of
edUcation and' experience.) .to rigid differentiation of duties and

/pay. Some centers meet'seandardi and some 'do not.
, .

e
Todetermine.-Criteria for selecting child-development centers

to serve as "laboratories" ih the demonstration,.NCEY staff visited
a sampling of the varioUS kinds of group centers (15 centers) and
conferred' with city-officials and lay and professional leaders in
the field.*

A %

Criteria for 'seledting centers were see on the basis of our
exploration and subsequent discussion with ACD liaison staff. The
centers_must:

1. Include 'i'nfants (in at least one instance)

There is a generic 'core of knowledge based on theways human
beings develop and the various factors that influence the rate
and quality of the innividual child's maturation. Is'ol4ting'
by dge the experience of children and -the skills, and know-
ledge needed to teach' young children creates a misleading
distinction. If one realizes that different children at the
same cbronoloqical'age develop and mature at different rates,
an effective teacher of young children must have a compre-
hensive Understanding and 1nowledge of all phases of life for
the developing child.

* We d/ecided ..to select group centers only'rather than family day-'
44157care programs because the,latter differ greatly from the grOu0

centers in staffing and structure.
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2. Be w±'lling to participate actively in a task analysis and,
on the basis ot the analysis, possibly modify existing Staff-/
ing patterns so that there is same gradation of.levels of re-
sponsibility based on skills and knowledge needed at differ-

.

ent levels.

,it is eecogniked that there must be flexibility d that a-
rigid hierarchy of leve'ls'of resmonsibility and n Trowly_de-
fined job descriptions are impractical and undesirable. Job
status',training,,and salaries should be geared to compe-
tencies. Each-staff member must be alowed to move freely
within the system. t,

Be generally flexible and open and"willing to try inno-
vative approaches to staff training.

.

3

They must (1) agree .nth the project:s goals; (2; be willng
to Participate actively in' developing plans to-reach these
goals; and, (3) be. enthusiastic about carrying- out these
plans 'in an operational phase of several years. They must
have a relatively stable' administration and.board%and the
respect and cooperation of t;Ieir OOmm:unIties,:and a demon-

. st-ated record Of accomplishment.

4. Be able to assure promotional pbsitions after training to
persons who successfully complete the NCEY program-

,

5. Represent a cross-section in size--small, medium, and
large--hich can v.ield a total of 20 to. 25 studen'ts.- The
number Of centers prefera bly should not exceed,,four..

6. (All else being elual) be in close geographic proximity
toOne another and, if possibine, close to the academic
collaborator.

.
.

, .
.

7. (All else being equal) have elattively good financial
resour,ces.for staff tKaining and ulograding.

Finaa selection
co/laborating.""tollege:'

ters must await thd selection of a

Locating a c collaborator
. , -v %

, DeadS to colleges interested in child.development c- areame ;
from 'our ACD liaison ild CUNY cent4.-alo'ff'i.ce-educat'on staff.

,,..,
.0

0/"----
' ' '' ;'''f--- - r.'Several.prkvate institutions and CUNY.colleges w.T.;:re explored.

We met with officials of two prOate institutions expert int'lle. . ,.
.

-..-...
:.either is, able at present to give a acc;alatir_eate degree. h,t4' ... .-_, ..., ....

4

0 r

cfiildifare field. Besides the problem .05Df their 111Th -tuition,

-110.
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. 1..,
may be in a position-to do so later, but: it seemed nnwise to 4-It
for this.

None of the community colleges.had an ongoing program speci-
fically in -child care. The CUN?-siknior-college education depart-
ments had been concentrating on preparing teachers for public
schools with emphasis on more structured learning situations and
the cognitive skills expected of school-age children. Child-
development (pre-sohOol) programming at community and senior .4.

- colleges was at the-early planning stage. The colleges re9orend-
ed as most prohising would not be ready to discuss plans with ea
until late April' 1972.

As of :day 1972, we have begun discussions with tvo senior
colleges and one community college seriously interested in work.Ing
with us. None are'now training pre-school personnel, but all
three have ,begun, preparations for doing so.

.

.

As thedevelopmenf of the projedt proceeds, We are cchcerned
-that:, .

-Our tasanalysis results be applied to the curriculum
design;

,--The'model be Ytre oriented to accrediting`.train ip the
centers than .existing PrOgrams dn-senior colleges are;*

-S-ete be al accredited,-'stopping poi:ht for the CDA below
the baccalaureate level

4
..

--The community-college program, be articulated with a senior-.

college one foi the beneat of .enrollees Who want bacca-
laureate,degregs; a . ,

e. .. A
, .'

.
,..7-Center supervisory staff become 4n knt,egral.part-of the'

institctional beam in order to Apply the trainees' newly
leaxned comPetenties in the York setting. ,. 'r

The 'new CDA credential; whoseprecise definitions are still
o be developed', is' to gmapy quest4ons for institutions planning

to train child develolkient woq:er.s. CDA appears t'oughly equivalent
t8' a two-year college'leyel of preparation, with a national creden-.
tial.Obtainable.without a;forral associate de;;ree. -;Since the CDA
is intend ©d to be. the backbone of profc.ssional chi.10 development
cen'tersiaff, relatively small.nsurElber of more highly-trained
persona would be needed fOr. -uperlfiSory'Or educatiorf-specialist
positiO s. . ..

''. . ,,

. ' ,. r .-.. , , . -

; . . fitate,and red.:ral official -are encouraging two-year.college
rather than,iwir-year ,one to s.t.ime the major training roZe in
cobpekatiop with chgild d.velc *lent care cen-ters, S.enior colleges

. .
. .

..
. ;

- ,

. .

.
914
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are having trouble rethinking their role. Child-development
.officials tend to give them a different message today than last
year, when the baccalaureate degree was emphasized more often as
a transferable credential for child-development-care workers.

Some child - development officials have 'mentioned to NCEY that
two-year colleges training CDA's may be required to articulate
their programs with senior colleges to insure that career options
are open to the CDA. We think that such 'articulation is import-
ant, and that senior colleges should be considering/ the acceptance
of the CDA credential in lieu'of the associate degree. There is
an important role for senior colleges in training center leaders
as child-development srecialists and as trainers.

The danger to be avoided is unnecessary over-credentialling
of workers whc have neither the need nor the desire to go beyond
the CDA. Sources of this danger are educators unready to accept
changes in the existing early-childhood education credential and
colleges 1p.oking for financial relief by training pre-school
teachers it a time when education majors are havingtrouble
finding public - school jobs

Funding

We have not been ready to apply for operating funds in this
-field but have explored potential resources. LoCally, ACD makes
funds available to centers f r training ofAchild-develppment .

personnel. It uses funds frO-.2itle IV of the Social Security
Act, supplemented by state and cal support,, in the ratio of

-75 percent Title IV, 25 percent tate and/or local. Tobe
eligible; established centers m st continue to meet city ealth-
code standards for staff and f cilities. ACD has giv.en "i erm"
status. to 'a number of existing community-sponsgres1 centers tha
could not meet all standards, expecting they would be able to
'correct the deficiencies in -roaconable time. To help them do
so, ACD gives technical and financial assistance in.improving
Eacili1itgos and funds to train s ff at a hiaher rate than con-
tinuing centers can receive. (Fo example, as of January 1, 1972,
interim centers were eligible f'or $ 0 per preschool'child en-
rolled; $150 per school-age child. Co tinuing centers eligible
for training funds received $150 per chi .)

Fumding will be sought for the additional osts of training
' \under the demonstration suc as student tutoring

d'n-the-job supervision of 't ainees.
counseling and'

One possibld source is the State Divigon of Occupational,
0 . Educatidn, which supports two=year college programs Wit funds

provided under the Federal Vocational Education Act of 11968.
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At,the Federal leVel, a limited number of pilot training
programs will be funded by OCD. Subcontracts for competency
assessment will be awarded by an indep ,endent consorts

. pf national
associations to which OCD has given responsibility f?r developing
and administering'CDA accreditation. The consortium' is interested
in our work in developing assessment criteria.

The model is also consistent with plans of the, OEO Manpower
Division to gain insights into programs related to welfare reform.
aur demonstration should shed light cn the welfare mother's
problems in getting good care for her children as she upgrades
skills and enters the labor market. This is being developed in,
proposal to OEO.

.ir

::ext steps

complete negotiations with community- and senior-college
collaftrators.

1

Complete negoitiations with child-development-care centers
to become coonerating .raining sites. Design criteria and pro-
cedures for selecting trainees.

Review job analysis procedures with cooperating centers;
conduct job analysis.

Continue work on developing and applying instruments for
assessing job performance levels,of child-development-care workers.

'Plan and prepare education and on'-the-job training program
with colleges, centers and ACD.

Prepare criteria for selection and plan for training instr ct-
and supervisory staff.

Submit proposals and negotiate with Federal and state funding
sources to support operating costs of model not met by funds

..through ACD.
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